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James A. Adams Accepted,
Freed-Hardeman College

Small inquisitive Squirrel mares
his way across the yard to the den
door. We peep from behind the
curtain and he is only a foot from
us on the other side of the door.
He's fiddling around the big pot
that holds our Golden Chain tree.
Nothing in it but the tree but he
scratches around in the dirt
where the Toad spends the day.
He spots us and gets uncomfrotable with us so close and
moves spraddled legged again
across the walk to the Twin Post
Oak.

James Alan Adams, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Adams of
Route 2, Murray, has been accepted for admission to FreedRardeman College, Henderson,
Tenn., for the fall semester
beginning August 30.
, Adams,a graduate of Calloway
County High School, is planning
to major in Bible while at FreedHardeman.
Freed-Hardeman College is a
billy accredited liberal arts
Christian junior college founded
fo Henderson in 1906.

Murrayan Enlists
In Army Recently

All schools in the Murray
Public School System will open
on Wednesday, August 25 with
registration of all pupils, according to Fred Schultz City
School Superintendent.
Murray High School, grades 9
through 19, will assemble in the
Middle School auditorium at 8:00
am. for opening exercises and
registration.
The Murray Middle School,
grades 5 through 8, will begin
registration on Wednesday at
1:00 p.m. Grades 5 and 6 will
report to the Austin Building on
the following schedule:
1:00-1:30 pm. Students whose
last name begins with K through

A Murray youth, Ralph Stanley
King, has enlisted in the U. S.
Army for a guaranteed stabilized
tour of 16 months in Europe.
The seven-teen-year-old son of
ASBURY CEMETERY
Mrs. Robbie Rasbirry of 421
South 10th St., Murray, and Ross
All persons interested in the
King of Livonia, Mich., the Army
upkeep of Asbury Cemetery are
volunteer attended Murray High
reminded of the preaching and
School and is a former emplo
basket lunch this Saturday,
Highly interesting story in South
of Tri-State Tree Co., Murray.
August 14, at the cemetery.
African Scope, a publication put
Sergeant First Class Jerry A.
Donations will be taken for the
out by the Republic of South
upkeep of the cemetery. Persons
Work, area Army recruiter, said
Africa about two biologists who
enable to attend should mail their
Private King enlisted under the
studied the fierce Black Eagle for
donation to Buford Stone, Route
terms of the European Duty
several years at close range on a
1:30-2:00 p.m. Students whose
1, Hazel.
option which guarantee in
Q through
bare mountain astride the NatalMrs. G. T. Lilly
writing before enlistment a last name beings with
Lesotho border. They were atin
minimum tour of 16 months
tacked several times by the
2:00-2:30 pm. Students whose
Europe. He said the enlistee is
through
Eagles but escaped with no intaking basic training at Fort Ord, last name begins with T
Aries. The outstretched talons of
Calif., and upon completion of
the Black Eagle cover a broader
2:30-3:00 p.m. Students whose
basic and advanced individual
span than a man's hand.
last name beings with A through
leave
for
infantry
will
in
training
DepartMrs. G. T. Lucy-) Lilly was memoer of the sigma
Woman's Club. his assignment in Germany.
The biologists saved a young
3:00-3:30 p.m. Students whose
Installed as president of the ment of Murray
of the First The recruiter said other 16- last name begins with E through
Eagle and returned it to the nest
Kentucky Association of Home She is a member
also
tours
are
stabilized
month
Murray.
and thereafter that particular
Economics Teachers during the Baptist Church,
is the wife being offered to Hawaii, Alaska
pair of Eagles, although they
Grades 7 and 8 will report to the
annual state conference which The Murray teacher
of and Panama. Short tour Middle School auditorium at 1:00
vice-chairman
Lilly,
G.
T.
of
swooped and circled the two, had
August
9,
and
Monday,
opened
Education assignements are available to p.m. The activities for grades 7
Industrial
their talons retracted.
closed today, Thursday, August the
Murray State Vietnam and Korea with three- and 8 will run until 3:30.
Department,
12, at Hardinsburg.
choose
They have two year enlistees allowed to
_Congressional efforts to be
Registration for the Carter and
The Murray woman is teacher University.
upon
reassignment
area
of
their
Lilly,
daughters, Dr. Lusanne
helpful don't always pay off,
Robertson Elementary Schools
of home economics at Murray
overseas
their
completion
of
year resident in pediatrics at
notes GOP Rep. William L. Scott
will be from 9:00 until 4:00 acHigh School where she has been first
Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, tours.
of Virginia. He tells about the
cording
to the following
teaching for the past twelve
information
on
Tenn., and Miss Trudy Lilly, More
letter he received from a
schedule:
years. She had had seven other
assignments
with
guaranteed
employed as science teacher by
housewife to whom he sent a
9:00-10:00 a.m. Students whose
years of teaching experience. In
tours may be obtained
the Metropolitan Public Schools stablized
booklet, "Infant Care." She
last name begins with Q through
supervising
she
is
addition
Army
at
the
SFC
Work
from
NEW MURRAY STATE LANDMARK: Towering above the campus from a beighth equivalent to
Nashville-Davidson County,
wrote:
teacher in home economics for of
Recruiting Station in Mayfield.
Tenn.
"Dear Congressman Scott—I that of an 11-story building, b this new addition to the Fine Arts Building at Murray State University. Murray State University.
10:0041:00 a.m. Students
received your letter and also your The new $3,11100,000 structure will house the three departments making up the School of Fine Arts at
whose last name begins with T
degree
her
B.S.
has
Mrs.
Lilly
book. It just ain't so about me Murray State-art, music and drama-and wW be used for the first time with the opening of the fall from Western State University,
through Z
brebig a baby. There wag a annesdar August 30.
1111e-12:00 a.m. Students
and received
Green,
Bowling
woman down the road here what
whose last name beglha with A
Master's degree from Murray
had a baby. They are trying to
through D
State University in 1963. She is a
put it on my husband, John. He
member of the AffEA, AVA, Construction is expected to The specialized labs will 1:00-2:00 p.m. students whose
says it ain't so. But I don't know—
KVA,NEA,ERA,NEA Branch of start soon on Murray State consist of research and analytical last name begins with E through
Home Economics, First District University's new biological laboratories, two zoology
Continued on Page river
laboratories, a botany lab and a
Vocational Association, station on Kentucky Lake.
NAVHET, KHEA, and Kentucky A contract for construction of "wet" lab for fish studies. Air
Lake HETA.
the 14,200-square-foot facility was conditioned, the building will be
The new president served as awarded Monday in Frankfort to equipped with electric heating 3:00-4:00 p.m. Students in the
president of the Kentucky Lake the Quality Construction Co., and coiling air systems with zone Trainable Unit at Robertson
District Home Economics Benton, whose bid of $428,927 was control.
School who have not attended this
law
at
construction.
The
Calloway
County
tax
building
Agriculture Products
By United Press International
Teachers in 1955-56 and as vice- the lowest submitted.
The site development will in- school in the past.
that
school
said
assessments
rose
by
about
$12
that
time
Bank Shares
A sprawling tropical deprespresident in 1970-71. She served The two-story concrete and clude driveways and a parking
Elementary pupils, grades 1
(Continued on Page Five
sion moved off the Georgia million dollars over last year Total County
on the nominating committee of brick building is expected to be area, concrete and flagstone through 4, should report to the
according
to
a
report
issued
186,991,626
School Assessment
coast today, but the National
the KAHE'T in 1969-70.
completed during the spring or sidewalks and a spacious lawn. A school in their attendance zone.
Hurricane Center said its today by Charlie Hale, Calloway
She has served as an FHA early summer of next year and floating dock, as well as holding The only change in the atCommissioner.
Assessments for the City
projected path would keep gale County Tax
adviser for eighteen years with will be ready in time for the fall, ponds for fish understudy, will be tendance zones
ear lina_been
The total assessment of School District are as follows:
force winds well offshore.
her chapter being an honor roll 1972, semester.
constructed later.
the
elimina
Austin
1971
is
for
$172,753,642
Real Estate
154,462,622
Clear skies and pleasant property
chapter for fourteen years. Five Located 15 miles east of In addition to being used for zone. The
Eleinentary
said
Hale.
The
1970
tax
year
Include
Tangible (
temperatures returned to porHenry B. Oglesby, Sr., of 1604 of her students have been Murray overlooking Kentucky classroom research work, the School will also serve those
18,950,011 Calloway Ave., died at 2:40 p.m. awarded scholarships, fourteen Lake from a site near Kenlake facility also will be used for students living in what was
tions of the Midwest today, but showed an assessment of Mfg.)
$160,261,921.
Intangible
6,694,012 Wednesday at the Murray. have earned state FHA degrees, State Park, the new biological scientific seminars and con- formerly known as the Austin
showers and locally heavj
The tax assessments are Annuities
256,873 Calloway County Hospital. Mr. and her students have been station will house seven ferences, and will help the zone.
thundershowers spread from
for the year and the Agriculture Products
219,436 Oglesby was 87 years of age.
the eastern coast through parts complete
district FHA officers for eight specialized laboratories, six university
become
more "As a convenience to parents,
bills have been signed for by the Bank Shares
3,179,060 Mr. Oglesby is survived by his years.
of the South.
offices, a lobby, lecture rooms qualified for various federal the elementary schools and the
Calloway
County
Sheriff
Clyde
Total Graded
Showers and thundershowers
Mrs. Lilly is a member of and dormitory facilities for funds allocated for research Middle School will again have a
wife, Mrs. Marie Oglesby of the
School Assessment $83,762,016 home address; six daughters. Kappa Delta Pi National visitors.
fell from eastern Maine across Steele.
projects.
staggered registration period,
New Jersey and the western Hale listed the following as the
and it will not be possible to begin
Mrs. George (Mary) Dickman, Honorary Society and served as
assessments
for
the
County
Carolinas and through southern
president of the Murray State
our
Paul
Team.;
Mrs.
transportation of students to
Clarksville,
This year the school districts (Artie) Futrell, Mayfield; Mrs. University Society in 1968-69. She
Tennessee and central Alabama School District:
these schools on Wednesday."
Real
$73,411,236
Estate
will be permitted to enjoy the Raymond (Helen) Starks, Almo; was co-founder and charter
to Oklahoma.
Schultz said.
normal growth in assessments. Mrs. Francis Kemp,Imlay City,
There were a few dissipating Tangible(Includes
Transportation for the Carter,
Mfg.)
12,433,213
Formerly, since 1965, they could Mich., Mrs. L. D. Majorie Cook,
thundershowers over south
Robertson, and Middle School
Intangible
2,490,926
only enjoy tax returns from new Sr., Murray; and Mrs. Bob
Florida, central Texas and in
will begin on Thursday, and bus
V0634
the south and central Rockies Annuities
(Evelyn) Randolph, Murray.
The Murray-Calloway County statewide Jaycee project to raise schedules will be announced in
rand central- plains.
He is also survived by one son,
Jaycees and their wives, the money for the KARC and mental the near future.
The heat wave in the West, in
"Parents are again reminded
Henry Oglesby, Jr., Almo; one The Christian Church of Jaycettes, held a joint meeting health and mental retardation
its fifth week, was expected to
that immunization certificates
brother, Sam Oglesby, Baker- Murray will be meeting at 9:30 Saturday, August 7, at the projects of the Jaycees.
continue today with readings of
sfield, Calif.; four step-children, am.for Bible School Classes and Southside Restaurant.
Jaycee of the Month awards are required for children at90 or above through the interior
Huie Duncan, Willard Duncan, at 10:45 am. for the morning Paul Fleming, president of the were presented for the months of tending public schools, and they
valleys of the Pacific states and Wilford Bickel, who along with portant being the membership Izell Duncan and Mrs. Iva Nell worship service, this Sunday and
Jaycees conducted the meeting. May, June and July and were: should see that these certificates
the plateau region.
'bride Orr and Bruce Scott, drive for 1972 which will be Ivy; 24 grandchildren and 20 Bro. Dean Ross will be speaking Fleming explained that this Dave Houston for the month of are up to date," Schultz added.
on the subject,"The Earmarks of
Early morning temperatures attended Blue Grass Boys State kicked off immediately.
great-grandchildren.
was the first joint meeting of the May for his work as chairman of
ranged from 41
at St held at Richmond the early part Cleo Sykes, department vice- Two children James ogiesby the Early Church". The scripture
two
organizations and that the the exceptional children project Revival Services Set
Marie, Mich., to 91 at of June was the guest speaker at commander for the state of and Mrs. Sybil McCuis(on, text for the sermon is Acts 2:42.
purpose of the meeting was to go in which exceptional children
Church
of
Christian
Bakersfield, Calif.
The
the regular meeting of American Kentucky, gave a report on the preceeded him in death.
over the projects of the past three were brought to the clinic every At Mt Pleasant Church
Legion Post 73 held Monday membership workshop attended
Mr. Oglesby was a member of Murray is temporarily meeting months and discuss possible day for training.
3PANLSH-AMERICANS
by he and other state officers last the Scotts Grove Baptist Church. in the Woodmen of the World improvements that could>be James E. Rickman and Pearly The revival of the Mt. Pleasant
WASHINGTON (UP!)—The night.
week in Indianapolis, Ind.
Funeral services are scheduled building at Third and Maple made on the same projects next McClure for the month of June United Methodist Church will be
Commerce Department reports Boys State is a program
Many of the items discussed for 2 p.m., Friday, August 13, in Streets. "Everyone is invited to year.
for their work on building the nevi held August 15th through the 20th
100,212 businesses were owned sponsored by the American were concerning the problems of
the chapel of the J.H. Churchill share in this worship service to The club members also grand stands at the fair grounds; with Rev. A. C. Kesterson as
by Spanish-speaking Americans Legion to teach the youth the
the returning Viet-Vets and ways Funeral Home with Rev. Loyd God". Bro Ross said.
discussed the projects coming up Jerry McCoy for July for his guest preacher. The services will
tiring 1969 and did $3.4 billion duties of the state government.
the American Legion can help Wilsop offitiating. Grandsons
in the next three months so that work as chairman of the grounds begin at 7:30 p.m. each evening.
BIG
in trade.
WINE
SPILL
Bickel said the thing that im- them. He reminded the members will act as pallbearers and burial
Rev. Kesterson is minister of
the members would know what at the fairgrounds.
The total was about 1 per pressed him the most was the
MONTEREY
PARK,
Calif.
that the first duty of the will be in the __Scotts Grove
"Jayce€
Lynn Grove and Goshen
awarded
the
would
be
Fleming
also
expected
of
them.
communibusiness
of
the
cent
(UPI)—A truck trailer carrying
Information he learned con- American Legion is "service to Cemetery.
-Joe Doran, a director of the of the Quarter" plaques to James United Methodist Churches.
50,000
ty, and the bigget concentraton cerning the state government. our veterans"
gallons
of
wine
and
and that the Mr. Oglesby was born in
local Jaytee chapter, thanked Rickman and Pearly McClum
of the establishment was in
The speaker said all the boys organization should furnish more Calloway CoUnty on March 11, champagne jaclmiled on a busy
The public is cordially invited
California, followed by Texas,' participated in this program by
freeway
Tuesday, filling the air several of the members who did and a "Jaycette" of the Quarter' to attend these services. The Mt.
of these services.
D. and
Stephen
1884,
the
son
of
Williams.
Mrs.
exceptional
work
in
plaque
to
the
past
and
New
Florida
with heady fumes that could be
New York,
holding the various offices in the
Church is located on the
Plans are being developed for Mina Ann Oglesby.
Steve Brodski and Barry Bybee Pleasant
Mexico.
state and actually running the the many programs sponsored by The J. H. Churchill is in chrage smelled a quarter mile away. quarter. Doran presented an
highway.
Hazel-Buchanan
government for one day after the the American Legion and these of arrangements and friends may The overturned truck, filled arrangement of flowers to Mrs. were sworn in as two new
Williams,
the
club.
C.
P.
(Jean)
president
members
of
with
1,405 cases of cold duck
elections. He said he learned young Veterans will be contacted call at the funeral home until the
Some of the Jaycee projects for
champagne and other Gallo of the Jaycettes, for her long
more about the government than and any help we can give them funeral.
BALL CLUB PICNIC
and
hard
work
before
and
hours
months of August, September
the
products
from
Fresno, Calif.,
he had in several years of will be offered, Sykes said. This
Murray-Calloway
tractor
pull
during
the
and
October
will
be:
blocked all three eastbound
CORRECTION
Mostly fair and less humid education. The three boys were is the second largest group of
August 21; leadership in action The Kirksey ball club will have
lanes of the San Bernardino County Fair."
today through Friday with mild co-sponsored by the Bank of Veterans in our country today, Only the shorts, tops and
presented to the clubs courses; bicycle safety program their annual trophy and picnic
Fleming
freeway
for
more
than
two
temperatures during daylight Murray, Peoples Bank, Tappan second only to World War II Vets, lingerie in Campus Causal's last
a certificate of appreciation from community birthday calendar night, Saturday, August 14, at 7
hours.
hours and cool at night. Highs in and the Lion's Club.
and they have all the problems mark down sale are 13.00 each.
The driver was not seriously the Kentucky Association for teenage dance, Sept. 18; ex p.m. The supper will be potluck
mid and low 803 today and Following the talk by Bickel World War II vets had on their Other items mentioned in the ad
hurt
but a bulldozer finally had Retarded Children for the ceptional children project; and and all Members are urged to
Items
of
business were
Friday. Lows tonight upper 50s to many
urn and some others also, run this week are below half to be used
officers for the coming
to clear away the organizations work on last year's the Outstanding Young Farmer attend as
discussed with the most im- ykes reported.
price
mid 60s..
year
will
be elected.
drive,
a
competition.
Sunday"
"Honey
wreckage and debris.

Mrs. Lilly Named Home
Ec Teachers President

Construction Of MSU Biological
Station Expected To Start Soon

Clear Skies Return
To Midwest Today

Christian Church
Sermon Topic Given

Local American Legion Post Hears
Talk By Wilford Bickel At Meet

The Weather

A
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Deaths reported are Mcs- Clara Elizabeth Melton, age 69, on
August 10, and MTS- Made Jones Clark.age 71,on August 11.
in his practice in Murray on
Dr. Robert D. Eastridge will
August 15 and will be assonant with the Butterworth Clinic.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gleans have left for a conducted tour of
fifty-three days of the brown canaries.
Among those attending the affidamd convention of the Woodmen
of the World held in Los Angeles, California, were Mr. and Mrs. T.
C. Collie, Mr. and Mrs. Allen Rose, Miss Nancy Thompson, Mr.
and Mrs. Carnie Hendon, and Zane Cunningham. While there
Mrs. Rose was a consultant on the television show; "Truth or
Consequences".

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMIS FDA

Seamore Nanney, Jr., age seven, of Hardin died yesterday
from injuries sustained when he was hit by a car on Highway 80,
two miles east of Hardin,on the afternoon before.
Medal Camper awards were presented to Geraldine Wilson of
Calloway County and Lanette Howard of Marshall County at the
Purchase-Tridewater District 4-H Cantp at Murray State
College.
Mrs. Earl Nanny, Mrs. Freed Cotham, Mrs. Claude Anderson,
and Mrs. Edgar Overbey are new officers of the American Legion
Auxiliary here.
Marriage reported are Miss Carolyn Hughes to Gene Summers
on August 9, and Miss Betty Jo Bibb to George Calvin Arnett on
July 27.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
He is my shield.—H Samuel 22:3.
This shield worked all right three thousand years ago. It will
protect us from an amazing number of arrows today.
experimental Turbotrain on a
31-state, 12,000-mile tour. The
train, powered by an aircrafttype gas turbine engine, has a
top speed of about 170 miles an
hour.

PRISONER OF WAR

Widows helped
in readjustment
By JEANNE YAP
Copley News Service
"You never know what it's

MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D
Director
National Institute
of Mental Health

Norahmi Homes V:
SowaeSking To Do
Some degree of activity is an
anchor to life for every -individual. This is particularly true
for residents of nursing homes
if their mental health is to be
maintained.
Providing activity for them
is not as impossible or difficult
as it might be thought. Here
are illustrations of some of the
things that can be done which
make the point.
tiLliesidents can be encouraged
to water the house plants, grow
bulbs indoors, do a litle gardening. help•tend an aquarium or
birds.
Even for the bedfast. many
simple arts and crafts are feasible. Some elderly residents,
who balk at learning a new
kind of handcraft, may enjoy
the knitting, crocheting, or
needlework with which they are
familiar.
Simple chores may be carried out by residents who wish
to participate in such household
tanks as sewing a bit. emptying
ashtrays and wastebaskets, arranging flowers, or straightening up newspapers and maga11fleS.

BABY BONGO IS A FIRST—Kanitia, mother of the first
bongo bred in captivity, watches over her girl baby
at the National Zoo in Washington, D.C. A bongo is a
West African forest antelope. Baby is Nyandarua.
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Ten Years Ago Today

TURBOTRAIN ON TOUR
WASHINGTON ( UPI) —The
Transportation
Department,
trying to spur interest in
passenger train travel, said
Tuesday it would send its

Action' Pie; se
tfloa
onski.Playhouse

Blu
5-3

Vote? Yes. Drink? No.
LANSING, Mich. (UPI) —
The Michigan Council on Alcohol Problems reports that 56
per cent of Michigan's high
school principals oppose lowering the state 's legal drinking
age to below 21 years.
The council, which represents 4,000 Protestant churches
in 27 denominations throughout the state, said that of 769
principals polled, only 13 per
Lent favored lowering the drinking age to 18. Thirty-one per
cent said they would like to
see the legal drinking age somewhere between 18 and 21.

Widened interests and mental stimulation can come from
reading: and staff of homes as
well as families. friends, and
volunteers should do everything possible to encourage it.
Group recreation such. as
games is good. but residents
should not be forced into it.
Some residents get great Sad*.
factioel from participating as
nearby onlookers.
Almost always, a successful
activity program includes vol111111011S from the community;
and many cominanity organizations nowadays are cooperating
with mental health associations
and mental health community
services to provide volunteers
for nursing homes.
Volunteers and other visitLrs
come like fresh air to residents
in a nursing home—and older
people especially appreciate the
mention given them by these
friendly people. There are
never too many volunteers and
anyone able and willing in
almost any community in the
land will likely find that he or
she will be welcomed by nursing homes or volunteer groups
serving them.
The thing to remember is
that having something to do
means a great •deal to nursing
hoMe residents' mental health
- -'and anyone engaged in helping to provide activities for
them is making a real contribution tolis community as Well
as to the Its ulmils he aids

like — until you've had it happen to you."
Two days after the funeral,_
the phone quits ringing. On the
day you get the biggest insurance check, a stranger calls.
He wants to be on a first-name
basis — and help you invest
your money. You can't complain to sons or daughters —
because they are grieved, too.
Seven months later, you are
still waking sip in the bindle of
the night — lonely.
,
When Mrs. W. J. (Pearl),
Hunt read about a new "hotline" for widows living in the
Boston, Mass , area, she
thought to herself, "That would
have helped me."
The hotline number which
widows may dial for help at any
time of the day or night is an
outgrowth of the Widow to Widow Program started three
years ago by the Harvard Medical School under a grant
awarded by the National Institute of Mental Health.
"I wrote to congratulate
them," explained Mrs. Hunt,
who has been widowed for 13
months, -and they wrote back
inviting me to attend a 'Widows
and Widowers Workshop' sponsored by the Harvard Medical
School Laboratory of Community Psychiatry."
Like most widows, Mrs. Hunt
hesitated to spend the money.
Back came- the reply, "If we
can scare hp funds for your
transportation would you still
be interested?"
So after 32 years of marriage,
Mrs. Hunt prepared to make
her first trip alone. "I went a
few days early," she explained,
"so I could do some sight-seeing — but I got so lonely
traveling by myself that I almost dialed the hotline number.
"Now I wish I had -- to see
what would have happened"
There were 96 widows and
widowers from 19 states -- 12 of
them were men — "which re-

fleets the ghastly statistic —11
Widowed women for every widowed man."
"How many children? How
long were you married? How
king has your husband (or
wife) been gone?" were the
standard conversation openers.
"It was wonderful to find
yourself in a social situation
with other people in the same
boat," said Mrs. Hunt, who discovered others worse off than
she. "Many of them were so
young." However, the purpose
of the conference was educational rather than therapeutic.
"The fact that four out of the
eight national organizations for
widows are affiliated with the
Roman Catholic church say
something about the unmet
need." At present, even Parents Without Partners chapters
vote individually on whether Vi'
not to accept widows.
-When a conference leader
asked how many present had
been helped by the clergy — not
one raised his hand. Only one
had been helped by a funeral
director." Mrs. Hunt was waiting to raise her hand as having
been helped by a family doctor
— but they never asked. The
conference concluded that
clergy, funeral directors and
medical personnel need education in handling the bereaved.
Research reports presented
at the conference indicated that
widows with young children
have an easier time adjusting,
and so do widows who work.
The three stages of widowhood
are impact, shock and recovery. The Harvard Widow to
Widow Program focuses ogeecovery.
Three weeks after the death,
a letter is mailed to the
bereaved saying so-and-so will
come to call on a certain date.
A telephone number is included
for the widow to call, should the
appointment be inconvenient.
Widows have been hired to
make the house calls — be-

cause having been widowed
themselves, they understand
the problems. They answer
practical questions like,
"Where is the Social Security
Office?" or provide a shoulder
to cry on — whichever is
needed.
Since the hotline was installed in December,more than
600 calls have been placed.
Mrs. Hunt made note of
something else at the conference, too. She didn't see a
single wedding band — except
her own — and asked about it.
"When do you take it off?"
"When you are ready to take
it off," was the reply.
The Ahnanac
By United Press International
Today is Thursday, Aug. 12,
the 224th day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Venus
and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury, Mars and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Leo.
Hall of Fame baseball pitcher
Christy Mathewson was born
Aug. 12, 1880.
On this day in history:
In 1658 a so-called "rattle
watch" of eight men was
formed in the colony of New
Amsterdam, the first police
force in America.
In 1851 Isaac Singer was
granted a patent for his sewing
machine, setting up business in
Boston with $40.
In 1947 fashion designers
caused a stir by introducing
women's dresses that reached
nearly to the ankles.

Romooia udows
Colombia U. class
The Romanian government
is to endow a course in
Southeast European studies at
Columbia University, New
York, the first professorship
endowed by a Communist
country there since 1954.
It will be named after
Nicolae lorga, statesman and
historian, who died in 1940.

BONN (UPI) — Teachers
are the newest class of foreign
workers imported by West
Germany. American and British
teachers already are employed
in secondary schools in
northern Germany, and several
score will be added to teaching
staffs in Bavaria this autumn.
Most of the Americans are
tea.:hen of the German language
who lost theirjobs in the United
States when staffs there were
reduced, say officials of'Ate
Ministry of Education.
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ANN ARBOR, Mich.(UPI)
— University of Michigan
students living in residence halls
will he able to save some money
beginning this fall when the
university begins allowing them
to dial long distance calls from
their room telephones.
This will enable the students
to bypass the services of an
operator and pay less for a
call. At present, students have
to use pay telephones to make
long distance calls and need the
aid of an operator. About 5,400
room phones are involved.

Nfrit1111110111r0
"WHAT'S THE
a
RAi ATM WITI1

"
I HELEN?

A thought for today: U.S.
author Silas Mitchell said,
"Death's but one more tomorrow."

"FEMALE
EMANCIPATION"

'Christian Family' contest
MANILA (UPI) - A contest
has been launched in search of
the "Christian Family of the
Year- in the Philippines. Asia's
only Christian country.
The project is sponsored by
the Christian Family Movement, and the newspaper Philippines Herald, with the cooperation of the National
Council of Churches of the
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PLusANGEL
ACCUSER — Lt Col Anthony B. Herbert, a decorated soldier of the Korean
and Vietnam wars, has accused his superiors of war
Crimes in an interview at
his Atlanta home.
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Blue Gains 21st Victory With
5-3 Win Over Boston Wednesday
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Padres Top Mots
1-0 In 12 Innings;
Braves Beat Cards

By NEIL HERSHBERG
at all," said the Athletics' blanked New York 1-0 in 12
UPI Sports Writer
sensational young southpaw in innings, Atlanta routed St.
Vide Blue claims that the describing the Boston ball club. Louis 9-3 and Cincinnati downed By United Press International
Boston Red Sox are no different
Houston 5-1.
American League
than any other team in the 'The Red Sox are a ball team, Paul Splittorff gave up one
East
they swing the bats, they are
co 5-0 and Los Angeles crept
By STEVE WU.STEIN
American League and
hit in five innings as the Royals
W. L. Pct. GB
on all tough hitters
closer to first place in the
and they hit blanked the Senators in a rainUPI
Sports
Writer
Wednesday night he Droved it.
.671
Baltimore
69 42
one good."
Two
outstanding
pitchers Western Division by beating
/
2
shortened game.
64 52 .552 71
Boston
Reggie Jackson doubled in
matched fastballs and sliders, Philadelphia 4-1.
Brooks Robinson singled Detroit
63 52 .548 8
need to make our running game
the tie-breaking run and scoed
By JOE CARNICELLI
American League
In other American League home Frank Robinson with two New York
1
2 strength and wits Wednesday In the
58 58 .500 13/
go."
an insurance run on a wild
Writer
Sports
UPI
Minnesota
9Baltimore downed
action, Baltimore clubbed Min- out in the eighth to lift the Cleveland
/
2 night, and when the smoke
47 69 .405 241
Alworth, rebounding from a
pitch in the 10th inning as the
Detroit nipped Milwaukee 2-1, Bambi has turned tiger.
nesota 9-6, Detroit edged Baltimore Orioles over the Washington
/
2 finally cleared after 12 innings 6,
46 68 .404 241
leg injury, caught three passes
Oakland Athletics defeated the
veteran
the
Alworth,
Lance
12
Cleveland
Chicago
in
edged
Milwaukee
2-1, Cleveland Twins.
only one could be the winner.
West
Sox 5-3 and gave Blue his
beat pass receiver who earned the for 50 yards in last week's 45-21
nipped Chicago 3-2 in 12 Jim Northrup slashed a
The winner
was Days innings 3-2, Okaland
W. L. Pct. GB
Z1st victory of the season.
nickname "Bambi" for his victory over the Rams.
innings
as
Vida
10
Boston
5-3
in
innings, Kansas City blanked bases-loaded single in the Oakland
74 42 .638 ... Roberts. But Tom Seave did
Coach Dan Devine of Green
gait and leaping
graceful
gained
victory,
his
Blue
21st
1
2 inning seventh inning to score two Kansas City
1
2 not come out a loser.
59 54 .522 13/
Blue, who needed relief help Washington 1-0 in a 5/
Bay said that veteran tackle
Dallas
to
demonstrated
ability,
City
Washslipped
Kansas
by
Jerry Grote threw wild to
55 61 .474 19
from Darold Knowles in the rain-abbreviated game. The runs in Detroit's victory over Chicago
ington, 1-0 in a rain-shortened coach Tom Landry that he was Francis Peay, who walked out
1
2 third base as Larry Stahl and
55 62 .470 19/
California
10th, completed a sweep of the second game of the doublehead- Milwaukee.
game.
The second game of the more than just a pass receiver of camp earlier this week, will
er
was
rained
out,
as was the Catcher Ray Fosse slammed Minnesota
Nate Colbert were staging a
51 63 .44722
11 American League teams by
and the game against Los Angeles last week. return to camp Friday.
doubleheader
California at New York game. a home run with one out in
double steal on Mets' pitcher
48 66 .421 25
the Milwaukee
beating Boston for the first
The Saints traded guard Doug
"Alworth was very impresbetween
California
and New
In
the
National
League,
Danny
Frisella..
Stanl
to raced
Wednesday's Games
top of the 12th inning to lift
time. He lost to the Red Sox in
his blocking" said Sutherland to the Minnesota
with
sive
York
were
rained
out.
Pittsburgh
edged
Chicago
3-2,
Cleveland over Chicago. Fosse's Calif at New York, ppd, rain home with the only run of the
his only previous start against
Richie Hebner returned to Landry Wednesday of the Vikings for running back Bill
Los Angeles tripped Philadel- homer, his fifth of the season, KC 1 Eash 0, 1st, 51
/
2 inn, rain game in the bottom of the 12th
them.
former American Football Harris, who was out most of
phia 4-1, Montreal shut out San came off Rich Hinton,
inning and gave the San Diego Pittsburgh from summer camp
the KC at Wash, 2nd, ppd., rain
"There's no difference, none
League receiving star, who cost last season for injuring his
the
duty
with
Marines
and
Francisco
5-0. San
Diego fourth Sox pitcher.
Padres
a 1-0 victory over the
Balt 9 Minnesota 6, night
Cowboys three players to knee.
the
immediately
helped
the
falterNew York Mets.
Detroit 2 Milwaukee 1, night
The New York Giants, who
get him from San Diego this
ing
Pirates
by
hitting
a
single
Roberts went the distance for
Qeve 3 Chi 2, 12 inn., night
season. "He hit everybody who seem to be having trouble
and
with
the
two-out
bases
the
Padres,
spreading out seven
Oakland 5 Boston 3 10 inn., rain
came close. And that's what we keeping players in camp, bad
Nets' hits and lowering his loaded in the bottom of the
Today's Probable Pitchers
another walk out on them
that
increased
ninth
PitERA to 2.09, tying him for the
(All Times EDT)
Wednesday when punter Bill
HOCKEY SIGNINGS
tsburgh's
lead
over
the
losing
National
League
lead with
Detroit (Lolich 184) at
DETROIT (UPI)-The De- Johnson left. Johnson, the
seven
Cubs
games.
to
Dock
Milwaukee (Pattin 10-12), 2:30 Seaver. The Mets' pitching ace
troit Red Wings Wednesday Giants' regular punter last
This is the first in a series ol
was lifted for a pinch hitter Ellis raised his record to 184. signed defensemen Jim Nick- season, reportedly was disgustp.m.
bjries Hurt Line
the
NFL
Garrido
last
led the way in
Gil
season, will start Cleveland
'beeps on the 26 National
(Paul 1-3) at after he had gone 10 innings,
"We had hoped for 25 to 30 at
the Braves' romp over the amp and Gerry Hart to ed with his performance thus
quarterback. Randy Johnson,
Football League Teams: The per cent improvement from
Chicago (Wood 14-8), 2:15 p.m. allowing only three hits while
our who changed his mind
Cards by smashing a bases. contracts for the 1971-71 Nation- far this season. Earlier defenabout Oakland (Dobson 11-2) at striking out 14 batters.
Atlanta Falcons.
young line last year," Van quitting,
loaded
double which climaxed a al Hockey League season. Hart sive end Wes Grant stormed
probably will be the
In other NL games, PitBoston (Brett 0-1), 1:30 p.m.
Brocklin said. "But, we didn't backup
eighth inning rally anc scored two goals and had seven out and was traded to Miami
five-run
quarterback itnd rookie
By DAVID MOFFTT
tsburgh
edged Chicago 3-2,
Baltimore (Palmer 13-6) at
get it, primarily
because Leo Hart of Duke should
broke
open
a game that hac assists with the Wings last and quarterback Fran Tarkenstick.
UPI Sports Writer
Atlanta ripped St. Louis 9-3,
Minnesota (Kaat 9-8), 9 p.m.
injuries forced us to do a great
season, while Niekamp had two ton left the team Monday in a
3-3.
tied
at
been
ATLANTA (UPI)-If Coach deal of switching positions."
"Berry is capable of doing Kansas City (Wright 2-4 and Cincinnati kayoed Houston, 5-1, Steve Renko scattered sever assists.
contract dispute.
Norm Van Brocklin's assessMontreal
deflated
San FrancisThe other thing Van Brocklin the job if we can get him more Clemons 0-0) at Washington
Quarterback Daryle Lannoninits in blanking the Giants and
ment of the Atlanta Falcons il felt the Falcons
needed most to offensive help," said
ca will be out of action for
Van (Shellenback 3-8 and BRoberg
8
9
accurate, the Falcons could be become a winner was speed Brocklin.
3-3), twinight, 5 p.m.
Oakland Saturday night when
Rusty Staub and Bobby Wirs GERMAN DRIVING IN U.S.
headed toward their first among the pass receivers.
That help should come from California (May 7-7 and
TALLADEGA, Ala. (UPI)- the Raiders play host to the
each drove in a pair of runs to
winning campaign.
The Falcons went after the new speed and a prospec- Murphy 6-13 or Clark 2-1) at
Rolf Stommelin of Germany, a New York Jets. Lamonica
the Montreal triumph.
That may sound like a pretty speedy receivers in the college tively fine group of runners. New York (Kekich 6-6 and
grand prix racing driver, has pulled a knee tendon before
Gary
Nolan
three.
fired
a
big order for a team that won draft. They picked up Joe With people like Jim "Cannon- Peterson 12-7) 2, twinight, 5 By United Press International
hitter at the Astros and the entered his first U.S. stock car Monday night's game against
only four games last season Profit, primarily a runner at ball" Butler, Paul Gipson, Art p.m.
Leading Batters
capitalized
Reds
on
four race, the Talladega 500 here on Philadelphia and is expected to
and only 16 in all in the five Northeast Louisiana; Ken Bur- Malone, Harmon Wages, Sonny
National League
Friday's Games
Aug. 72. Stonunelin is 13th in be out another week. Hewritt
Houston
give
Cincinerrors
to
G.ABR.H.Pct
seasons its has been in the pro row of San Diego State, Wes Campbell and Profit to choose Detroit at Minnesota, night
the world driving championship Dixon, the Raider fullback, also
nati the victory.
ranks.
72157
Chi
.358
109439
Bckrt,
Chesson of Duke, Ray Jarvis of from, Van ,Brocklin says "the Cleveland at Milwaukee, night
is expected to miss the game.
standings.
But, like Van Brocklin says, Norfolk State and Alvin Griffin Falcons are in good shape at Baltimore at Chicago, night
Torre, St.L 118458 68162 .354 Doyle Alexander, a 20-year
Denver traded rookie cornerold
right-hander,
tht
stopped
the Falcons have been slowly, of Tuskegee. All have one thing running back."
115467 77154 .330
Garr, Atl
Calif at Washington, night
CAPTAIN HADFIELD SIGNS back Cleophus Johnson of
Phillies
on
four
hits-three
ol
steadily building toward respec- In common: They all run 40
Sngln, Pitt 103401 47131 .327
The offensive line is anchorec Oakland at New York, night
Alcorn A&M to Houston for
tability.
Clmnt, Pitt 100399 62130 .326 them singles in the first twc
yards in about 4.5 seconds.
by Jim Mitchell, whom Van Kan City at Boston, night
offensive tackle Larron Jackson
innings-and
bring
helped
to
"We've been plugging holes The defense offers promise of Brocklin calls, "the best tight
97370 43120 .324
Jones, NY
NEW YORK (UPI)-Vic Had- of Missouri, the Oilers' No. 4
; year after year since 1968 being one of the best in the end in football," and tackle
Brock, St.L 115473 92153 .323 the pennant-thirsty Dodgers tc field celebrated his election as pick last season, and a draft
National League
1
2 games of the first. (when he became Falcons league. Defensive ends Claude George Kunz. "We've got to get
114461 63149 .323 Within 3/
Davis, LA
captain of the New York choice next season.
East
coach)," said Van Brocklin. Humphrey and John Zook, a healthy unit and stay with
109445 58143 .321 Place Giants.
Rangers by becoming the first J. D. Roberts, the New
W. L. Pct. GB Alou, St.L
"We were better in 1969 than linebackers Tommy Nobis and it," he said.
71 46 .607 ... H.Aarn, Atl 103359 65113 .315 RED SOX LET KOONCE GO player to sign with the National Orleans' coach, said
Pittsburgh
Edd
0
we were in 1968 and we were Don Hansen and cornerback
American League
63 52 .548 7
Chicago
BOSTON (UPI)-Veteran re- Hockey League team Wednes- Hargett will be his starting
G.ABR.H.Pct.
better again in 1970. We an Ken Reaves are all cut from
63 54 .538 8
St. Louis
lief pitcher Cal Koonce was day. Hadfield succeeds Bob quarterback
against
Dallas
STOKES COACHES
figuring on that improvemen All-Star cloth.
93363 58132 .364 given his unconditional release Nevin, who was traded to the Saturday night.
New York
1
2 Oliva, Min
58 56 .509 10/
continuing in 1971."
The only rookies likely to see
Philadelphia 51 65 .440 191
/
2 Murcer, NY 112405 76136 .336 from the Boston Red Sox Minnesota North Stars.
The Falcons wen six garner; any action with the defensive
MONTICELLO, N.Y. (UPI)- Montreal
107418 64133 .318 Tuesday and rookie Roger
Otis, KC
46
70
.397
24;4
In 1969, as many as they had unit this season are
Rojas, KC 106381 53117 .307 Monet was recalled by the club
West
cornerback Red Auerbach, who coached the
won in all their first three Tom Hayes, from San Diego Boston Celtics of the National
W. L. Pct. GB San Fran- Rchrdt, Chi 99370 41113 .305 from Louisville to fill the space
seasons, and Van Brocklin had State, and safety Ray Brown, Basketball Association to nine ncisco
On Hwy. 121
69 56 .575 ... Rttrrind, Bit 97329 61100 .304 on the roster.
Phon•
reason to assume that he would from West Texas State-both championships, and Al Attles, 140s Angeles 64 53 .547 3/
1
2 Toyer, Min 111465 71141 .303
(Mayfield
Hwy.)
coach of the Golden State Atlanta
tield a winner last year. That sixth round draft choices.
62 58 .517 7 Smith, Bos 116451 67135 .299 STOP ITCHING
753-5781
Warriors have been named Houston
he didn't, that the Falcons
58 58 .500 9 Xaline, Det 95306 51 91 .297 WITH ITCH-ME-NOT!
Offense Questionable
MINUTES
head
coaches
15
106405
for
Horton,
IN
the
annual
Det
58120
.296
start,
fs: would up 4-8-2 after 3-3
/
2
55 64 .462 131
Cincinnati
The offense remains questionThe Itch is gone, or your Sac bock
Maurice
Stokes game
at San Diego
can be blamed largely on able.
/
2 Mnchr, Wsh 97311 35 92 .296 Apply quiclk-dryiag ITCH-ME-NOT to
43 76 .361 251
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. bijuries, especially in the Bob Berry, who ranked Kutcher's Country Club, Aug.
Wednesday's Results
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17.
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National
League:
Stargell,
offensive line.
Montreal 5 San Francisco 0
among the leading passers in
DAY et 1,1011•0111 Drug Co.
-•
Pittsburgh 3 Chicago 2 night
s•-••••
Cincinnati 5 Houston 1, night
n, Atl 31; Johnson, Phil 26; ATTENTION
Atlanta 9 St. Louis 3, night
STUDENTS!!!
Montanez, Phil 24.
Los Angeles 4 Phila. 1, night
American
League:
Cash,
Det Will your typewriter need
S.D. 1 N.Y. 0 12 inn. night
before
typing
Today's Probable Pitchers 26; Mellon, Chi 25; Smith, Bos repairs
24; Petrocelli, Bos, Horton, Det satisfactorily?
and Murcer, NY 21.
If so bring it to:
Runs Batted In
(AU Times EDT;
St. Louis (Carlton 15-6) at National League: Stargell,
Pool Office Equipmept
8:00-5:00
Pittsburgh (Walker 5-7), 8 p.m. Pitt 101; Torre, St.L 92; H.
& Supplies
Houston (Blasingame 8-8) at Aaron, AU 84; Montanez, Phil
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115 South 4th Street
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Ky.-Phone
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New York (Ryan 9-91 at San B. Robinson, Balt 70.
Pitching
Diego (Arlin 6-1), 10:30 p.m
National League: Jenkins,
(Only games schedulecE
Chi 18-9; Ellis, Pitt 16-6;
Carlton, St.L 15-6; Downing, LA
Friday's Games
14-7; Pappas, Chi 13-10.
St. Louis at Pittsburgh, night
18 miles west of Murray, Ky., 3 miles south of Cuba, Ky. Turn south off Hiway 94 at Lairds
American League: Blue, Oak
Houston at Atlanta, night
Coss Impl•ment Co building approx. I4 mile to land sok.- Selling on the premises.
Standard $ 1.00- Patents
21-4; Lolich, Det 18-8; Dobson,
Chicago at Cincinnati, night
Montreal at Los Angeles, night Balt 15-5; Cuellar, Balt 14-5;
•
Drago, KC 14-6; Siebert, Bos 14Phila. at San Diego, night
13 Varieties
New York at San Frattisco 7; Wood, Chi 14-8; Hunter, Oak
14-10.
night
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From 'Bambi' To 'Tiger'

Major League
Leaders

IAY

TURDAY

/111318811
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Public Sale
OF VALUABLE REAL
ESTATE

te-

Summer
CLEARANCE
Sale

,

h2;

WALE

CIPATION"

CES YOU
IIND THE
CENES

kTED X

-Start Dusk
thru SAT.

FREE

100 ACRE FARM 100

ROSES

Located Approx. /
1
4 mile south of Highway 94

1.50

Tuesday, August 17, 1971

MUMS

EVERY

FREE Perch or
Catfish

Pottery

Holly

50 Shops & Buildings
Term of Sal* - 10% Cash on day of sal*, & Balance in 30 days or upon delivery of deed.
THE LAND IS HEREI - THE OPPORTUNITY IS NOW! THE DECISION IS YOURSI
ws ass NOT IOSPONSOU N CAS. OP ACCOUNTS

AND -

*
WIFE'

Join The Crowd At The Kitchen

JOHN LOUIS McCREE,JR., owner

Captain' Rift*

UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
IRS
NMFRS & REAL ESTATE
AUCT1°
License No. 45 & 46
neltailltif„ TENNESSEE - "Our Service Doesn't Coat - It Pays"

Highway 641 N

B. N. LeDuke & Son,
•

s

KAINTUCK
TERRITORY
4 mi. SW Ky. Dam
Hwy. 641
Open Daily-Noon10:00
Closed Mondays

95c

Petunias"
Elephant Ears
Caladiums
All Plants
Baled Straw

FRI. & SUN. NITE

W Mal TOTH A$IW

r

THURSDAY-AUGUST 12. 1271

Atlanta Falcons Could Be Headed
For Their First Winning Campaign

• *

Y

KRAY, KENTUCKY

Jaoanese Now
Price

25'
50'
J5'
95'

Cut 30%
Only 2.95

ONLY 1 - 8-ft. 4-Tier

FOUNTAIN

I

Best offer over '50.00,
by Friday at Noon

takes it!

Free Estimates On Landscape Design

THE LEDGER & TIMES — Mt KRAY, KENTUCKY

Mrs. Phillips Family Mary Elizabeth Odle Becomes Bride
Gathers For Birthday Of Jerry Lee Smith In Metropolis
Celebration Recently
The children, grandchildren,
and great-grandchildren of Mrs.
Lydia Phillips,and the late Wylie
Phillips, met Sunday, August 8,
for dinner in observance of Mrs.
Phillips' 82nd birthday.
This was the first time in 22
years that all of the children had
been together at one time. The
children are: Mrs. Lynn (Helen)
Nance and Mrs. Paul (Ann)
Lassiter of Murray, Joe (Mutt)
Phillips of Columbia, Ky., Hoyt
Here's how you can change
Owensboro, Ky., and
DEAR ABBY: I am ready to go out of my mind! 1 have Phillips of
YOU
if you are set In your ways:
Howe of
a I2-year-old boy who still wets the bed. Not occasionally, but Mrs. Carl (Estelle)
l. Periodically take stock of
Ind.
Elkhart,
YOU'RE OFF TO THE SHOE
every night. I have punished him, offered him bribes,
yourself. Listen to yourself talk.
A delicious basket lunch was
shamed him and taken him to doctors. A pediatrician, a
of your reactions to STORE. What do you consider
aware
Be
2.
on the lawn of the
urologist and even a psychiatrist all told me there is nothing served
people. And people's reaction to important when you decide on
homeplace with Danny Phillips
wrong with him! I even took him to a hypnotist and that
you. 3. Always be willing to try your need-or desire-for a new
saying grace.
didn't work.
experiences. Look forward pair of shoes? You want better
new
The daughters-in-law, sons-inI've used every home remedy I've ever heard of and sent
good in the new. 4. When water proofing, more flexibility
the
to
law, grandchildren and greatgreater scuff
for contraptions I've seen advertised in magazines, but
you hear a new idea, read up on it )f softness, and
grandchildren of Mrs. Phillips
accept it. 5. resistance? If so, you agrees with
reject
or
nothing has helped. Can this continue until he is married?
you
before
present were: Lynn Nance, Mrs.
that other men
My poor child has never been able to stay overnight
Read a variety of books and the improvements
Joe Phillips, Mrs. Hoyt Phillips,
wanted
most in shoe
women
and
you
a
gives
with a friend or go to camp, and I won't even mention the
publications. This
and Paul Lassiter; Terry,
had uppers according to a recent
you
laundry I have to do every day. Please, Abby, any
things
and
of
broad
view
Cheryl, Stevie, Betty, Jimmy,
suggestions you or anyone else has will be a Godsend if it Larry and Darrell Phillips;
better believe there is lots of new survey as reported by the U. S.
majority of
works. Just sign me . . .
ideas to learn in today's world. 6. Department of Agr. A
—MISSOURI MOTHER
Larry Howe; Mr. and Mrs.
of people interviewed eriditle&
types
all
with
friends
Make
DEAR MOTHER: Bed wetting is caused by either a Max Nance and Monica; Jackie
leather with providing good
people-not just those who think
physical or emotional disturbance. U you have investigated Cindy and Jody Phillips; Mr. and
support,
shining well, and lasting
do,
you
like
live
you
do,
like
the possibilities of both land apparently you havel you have Mrs. Sam Willette, Stacey and
Change a long time, fits well, and is a
do.
7.
you
like
believe
Moe all you eau de. Deal scold, shame, popish or bribe the marrow Mr. and Mrs. Phil
your routine. Don't always do the good buy for the money and
boy any more. Simply wash the sheets and say no more Nance and Christie; Mr. and
same thing at the same time. Do easy to care for, according to the
about it. No man ever went ea a basemen!' is a diaper. Mrs. Danny Phillips and Jamie
Mary Elizabeth Odle, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ross D. Odle of some spontaneous living. Let the survey. Respondents who had
Mrs,
Keys
McDan; Mr. and
Murray, became the bride of Jerry Lee Smith in a wedding
Suspend bought shoes made of "corfam"
Rickey, Tonya, DeAnn ceremony August 6,in Metropolis, Illinois. Mr. Smith is the son of moment speak to you. 8.
DEAR ABBY: I was an unwed mother, but for the past Cuiston,
what said they liked them because they
out
find
Wait
to
judgment.
Joyce and
six years I have been happily married to a wonderful man and Darren; Debbie
Mrs. Opal Smith of Murray and G.C. Smith of Arizona.
place before were easy to care for. Other types
taken
actually
has
Robinson
Beckey
Nance.
who married me and adopted my son when he was only a few Rickey
Reverend Gerald Gulley officiated at the ceremony.
you voice opinion. Things are not of synthetic materials for shoe
was a visitor.
Mrs. Smith is employed at Murray Natural Gas company. Mr. always as they seem. To be a uppers however did not generally
months old. We have since had another son and a daughter.
Smith is an employee of the Tappan Company and is co-owner of successful wife, mother, and receive favorable comments.Do you think we should tell my First son that the man he
Rudy's Restaurant.
calls "Father" is not his real father? I think we should, but
homemaker today, you'd be wise Catherine C. Thompson, HickThe young couple are now making their home in Murray.'
my husband is dead set against telling him now, but says
to ponder some of these points man, Ky. 42050 236-2351
maybe we will tell him when he's older.
rand give them a try. For change
Yes, you should keep nuts in
I am concerned about this because I am afraid the boy
is a good tonic for everyone.will find out before we tell him and he will be hurt. This
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, Murray, the refrigerator-stored in airtight containers. You may even
possibility exists as there are a few people who know about
Ky. 753-1452.
want to put them in the freezer.
It. My husband says if we do tell the boy the truth he doesn't
A lovely bridal shower was held
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Snell, Jr.,
want the other children to know about it. I would like your
in the Due to their high fat content, nuts
change
Drastic
at the Woman's Club House for
and children John, Chuck and Jecorative appearance of your require refrigeration to delay
opinion.
—TO TELL OR NOT TO TELL
Jennifer returned to their home
Debbie Edmonds, bride elect of
lining room can be achieved with development of rancidityDEAR TO TELL: The truth may "hart." but in this Steve Tucker of Madisonville, The Cumberland Presbyterian in Bloomfield Hills, Mich.,
dimmer switch on your light Patricia Curtsinger, Benton, Ky.
3
Women
of
the
North Pleasant Saturday. They had been visiting
ease, a lie could hurt much more. Try to persuade year Kentucky.
This low-cost change can 42025 577-6601
fixture.
Donna Shirley assisted the Grove Church will meet at seven in the home of Mrs. Shell's
husband to tell it tike it is, and the sooner the better. And if
for your roomwonders
in
you do tell the boy, I doubt if you can keep It from his guests at the register. Debbie, p.m. at the home of Mrs. Paul parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. R.
supplement
candle
light when This summer, beach cover-ups
Cunningham.
her mother, and sister Deana
Parker of Route 3, Murray.
brother and sister.
desired or cast a soft romantic for bikini-clad little girls will be
greeted` guests and introduced
The Dexter Homemakers Club
glow when used by itself. Most ankle length skirts. It's an easy
DEAR ABBY: We are two married couples who are them to Steve's Mother and will meet on Thursday August 12 Freeman Wilford of Akron, effective with a chandelier, it can fashion to run up on a sewing
living together in a spacious three bedroom, two bath sister, Mrs. Helen Tucker and at 9:30 a.m, at the Community Ohio is visiting her step-mother, be used on any fixture controlled machine. Designers are showing
/
2
Jenny.
Mrs. Theresa Steely at 3041
apartment.
Center,
by a wall switch.-Mrs. Mildred the fashion in alphabet prints,
From her trousseau Debbie
South 13th Street.
floral,stripes,and anisimen,
The reaction of our friends to this arrangement has been
strange. The first thing they say is, "I didn't know you were chose to wear a new fall lavendar
outfit with deep purple acswingers and swappers."
on
We aren't. We just like each other and find it cessories. The gifts were
Cemetery
display and so lovely, all enjoyed The Bethel
economically beneficial to share one large apartment.
isoctation will hold its annual
seeing them.
The reaction of our friends doesn't bother its, but we
Dana Carpenter from Benton eeting at ten a.m.
were surprised by it, and are interested in yours. We are not
took candid camera shots
Bob, Carol, Ted and Alice: We are
throughout the evening.
—JOHN, MARY, pfrac AND JANE
Refreshments were served by
DEAR J., M., D. AND J.: Would yoa believe it would Sharon Kelso and Lucy Rollins
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood
not have occurred to me to question your sleeping arrange- from a beautiful bridal table, Crouch will celebrate their 50th
featuring a pink and white floral wedding anniversary with a
ments?
arrangement. The accessories reception at the Murray
CONFIDENTIAL TO N. Y. POST EMPLOYEE: Quit were in silver and crystal on a Woman's Club House from 2:30 to
calling him at all hours of the night to see if he's "all right". lovely white satin cloth.
and
five p.m. All friends
The hostesses were: Mrs. relatives are invited to attend
He may get the Idea that you just want to see If he's home.
Edgar Shirley, Mrs. Jim Scott,
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off Mrs. Lucy Rollins, Mrs. Sharon
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69155, Los Angeles: Cal. Kelso, Mrs. Charlotte Grogan,
Tuesday, August 17
IONS. For a personal reply ~lose stamped, addressed Mrs. Eunice Miller, Mrs. Paul The Baptist Young Women of
Wilson and Mrs. Pat Coleman. the Sinking Spring Baptist
envelope.
potluck
Church will have a
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Agers Want to
supper at the home of Mrs Larry
Know,- send SI to Abby. Boa 11117110, Los Angeles. Cal. ma.
Bogard at seven p.m.

Stop nagging your
bed-wetting boy, 12

Bridal Shower Is
Held For Debbie
Edmonds Recently

Porch Refresher
Edith Brenner's Sour
Cream Coffee Cake
Iced Tea or Coffee
EDITH BRENNER'S
SOUR CREAM COFFEE CAKE
An exceptionally delicious
version of a popular dessert
from Richmond, Va., hostess.
1.4 cep (I quarter-pound stick)
butter
1 cup sugar
2 large eggs
I container (I/2 pint) comrrercial sour cream
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon baking soda
2 cups sifted cake flour
1 tablespoon vanilla
3/4 cup finely chopped walnut!
or pecans
Topping, see below
In a medium mixing bowl
cream butter and sugar: beat in
eggs. Stir together the soy
cream, baking powder and baking soda. To creamed mixture
alternately stir in the flour ano
sour-cream mixture just until
smooth after each addition stir
in vanilla and nuts. Turn into a
buttered 9-inch spring form pan
Sprinkle with Topping, bake in a
preheated 350-degree oven until
a cake tester inserted in center
comes out clean—about 45 minuts let stand on wire cake
rack for 10 minutes; loosen
edges. remove band Cool With
a long narrow spatula loosen
cake from bottom of pan if you
like
TOPPING In A ,.rrall r-TN:

cup firmly
bowl stir together
packed fight brown sugar, 3 tablespoons flour and /
1
2 teaspoon
cinnamon; with a pastry blender blend in 2 tablespoons butter until particles are fine; stir
in /
1
4 cup finely chopped walnuts
or pecans and 1/4 cup finely
chopped semi-sweet chocolate.

Don't feel you must stop
growing the vegetables in
the cabbage family just because pesta seem attracted
by them.
Buy a package of rotenone — non- poisonous to
warm-blooded animals, of
which man is one—and
dust it on the plants once a
week, hitting the undersides of the leaves as well
as the upper
This controls most of the
pests and insures edibility.
Keep rotenone away
from fish ponds. It kills
fish- since they are coldblooded.
The color of the planting
medium changes with the
moisture in it. It is lighter,
and the weight of the container is less, when dry.
Don't addapiter unless you
are sure it's needed.

Dr. and Mrs. Vernon Gantt of
Macomb, Illinois are the parents
of a baby girl, Michelle Lynn,
weighing seven pounds thirteen
ounces. born on Wednesday, July
28.
The new father is assistant
professor in the Department of
Communications at West Illinois
University in Macomb, Ill.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Wilson Gantt of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Phipps of
Barberton, Ohio. Great grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Jackson of Barberton, Ohio and
Mr. and Mrs Fred Collie of
Murray

bright gay colors. Buy a little
extra fabric to make a go-with
swimsuit -Dean Roper, Cour.
thouse, Mayfield, Ky. 42066 2472334
Children enjoy playing with
manipulative dough. They can
pat, squeete, and pound while
they are looking all around. You
can easily make this dough at
home. Here's how: Add dry
tempera paint or food coloring to
1 cup of water. Add this slowly to
3 cups flour and 1 cup salt. If the
mixture is too dry, add more
water; if too wet,add flour. Keep
the dough in an airtight container
such as a coffee can with a plastic
top, etc. Cookie cutters, rolling
pins, and blocks may be used
with the dough. Often Mom may
feel the urge to do a little
modeling herself, but resist the
temptation. The value of
modeling lies in the fun of
creating and handling. If adults
provide models for the child to
copy, it takes away from the
child's natural creativity and
may cause frustration of he tries
to copy and fails.-Miss Sue
Heltsley, Bardwell, Ky. 42023
6:11-5447
EATING OUT? If your budget
includes regular meals out-it'll
cost you more. The costs of food
at snack bars, and school Or
office cafeterias are going up
faster than prices at grocery
stores. Eating costs could
average 54 perpercent higher
this year-Maxine Griffin,
Clinton, Ky. 42031 653-2231
By United Press International
For peachy peaches select
those that are fairly firm or
Just beginning to soften. The
skin color should be yellow oir
at least creamy. Store ripened
peaches in the refrigerator and
use in three to five days.
Watercress, that favorite of
green salad buffs, should be
fresh, crisp and green when
purchased. Avoid bunches with
yellow, wilted or decayed
leaves.
ATHLETE'S FOOT
HOW TO TREAT IT—
Apply traicli-Arylag T-44... Feat It
Wu 11.14 to cltach kali. burning la
MINUTES. la 3 to 5 illoy ,•
skits sloughs off. Watch HEALTHY,
Mtla 'aplace 141 If that Artighted IN
ONE HOUR, yew 91Ic hock at an)
NOW at
drag cat...attn.
HOLLAND DRUG CO

The WSCS of the Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church will Meet at two p.m at
the church.
Circle I of the First United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the home of Mrs. Ruth
Weston at two p.m.
The WSCS of the Russells
Chapel United Methodist Church
will meet at 1:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow for Girls will hold
its regular meeting at seven p ii
at the Masonic Hall.

The Baptist Women of the
Mrs.
Robert First Baptist Church will meet at
Mr. and
Westerman of Murray Route the church at nine am.
Five are the parents of a baby
boy, Dana Alan, weighing eight
Thursday. August 19
pounds, four ounces, born on
A barbecue for the Baptist
Monday, July 26, at the Western
Women and their families of the
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The couple has one daughter, Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will be held at the City Park at
Bobbin Denise, one-year-old.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. seven p.m.
Noble Hughes of Puryear. Tenn.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Lee Westerman
of Murray Great Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Riley
Westerman of Stewart. Tenn. and
Mrs. Ora Bucy of Murray.
The new father is employed at
The wedding date of
Garrison Motor Sales.
Annettia Baldwin and (
Dotson has been changed to a
later date. A stor Mondaj,in
dicated that the wedding dati,
would be August 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen McAllister
Miss Baldwin is the (laughter ,4
if Cincinnati, Ohio and three
iaughters Meredith, Jenny and Rev and Mrs W II Baldwin of
Sarah and Mrs. Dave Duncan of Mayfield Route Five and Mr
Monticello, Kentucky will visit Dotson is the son of Mr and NirB Dotson of Benton Route
Mr. and Mrs (' B Crawford of
1610 Main Street this weekend Eight

You Can Charge It ... You Can Use Our Layaway
... You Can Use Your Bank-Americard

By Robert
FRANKFORT,
State Legislati
Commission (
unanimously toda
the Federal Co
declared the Kent
reapportionment
constitutional.
Acting agains
mendations of co
defend the suit,
leadership did not
vote against a mo
appeal.
U. S. District
Swinford at Lexin
18 that the state's

By United Press
NEW YORK —
Lindsay, annotine'
from the republic
cratic party:
"Whether this
run for president
know. But it does
am firmly conunitt
active part in 19
about new national
BELFAST, Nor
—Peter
Bersford
several Protestan
stroyed their h
leaving them:
"If we can't liv
we'll make sure
does."
DENVER —Lyn
who may die in
rare bone cancer,
her adjustment to f
"Being this close
realize how imp°
love everything I
death is sort of bea

Federal State M
Service August 12,
Kentucky Purchase
Market Report I
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 696
Barrows and Gilts S
US 1-3 200-230 lbs.
US 2-4 190-240 lbs.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 1-3 300-650 lbs.
US 2-3 450-650 lbs.
few down to $12.00
Boars $10.00-11.50.

Mayfield Feeder Pi
-lead 311, Pig 30-60 lbs
weight over 60 lbs.
lightweights 25 lbs.
US 1-2 36-45 lbs. $29
US 1-2 46-55 lbs. $25.
US 56-69 lbs. 122.50
US 3 26-35 lbs. $26,50
US 336-45 lbs. $25.50
US 3 46-55 lbs. 82150
US 3 56-69 lbs. 820.50
US 3 70-89 lbs. $19.25
US 3 100-125 lbs. $18 4

Mrs. Bessie Soli
Walnut St., Benton,
nesday at 10:45 p.m. a
in Benton.
She is survived by h
Rev. W. G. Sullivan,
Baptist minister; a
Mrs. Geneva Cook of
two sons, Rev. W
Sullivan, pastor of
Baptist Church, Be
Paul Sullivan of Hopk
Mrs. Sullivan is al.
by 2 sisters, Mrs. M
and Mrs. Sally Willia
Calloway County, eigh
Calvin, Alvis, Henry, J
Billingto
Marvin
Calloway County,
Wilford Billington of
Dallas Billington and
Billington of Akron,
grandchiklren and
grandchia
Mrs. Sullivan was a r
the First Baptist (
Benton. where the fu
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LRC Votes Not To
Appeal Ruling on
Reapportionment

Mrs. Riley Selected
To Attend Workshop

.1.1*24,tmetegiirl,

BRAN.

KENTUCKY

THURSDAY—AUGUST 12, 1971

Major Stumbling Brother Of Local
Women Dies, Cadiz
Block Removed,
Carpenter Talks

World News In Brief • .

fly United Press International
Crusty Taylor Hendon, age 77, SNIPER
Mrs. Elizabeth Riley, director
FIRE CONTINUES IN IRELAND
of Cadiz, died Wednesday at 8:15 BELFAST,
and owner of Mother Goose Play
Northern Ireland—Sniper fire continued today in
a.m.at the Trigg County Hospital
This is in reply to the letter to School and Kindergarten, has
Roman Catholic areas of Belfast and British troops in Lonfollowing a length illness.
the Editor, Wednesday, August been selected to attend a
donderry struggled to keep apart separate crowds of Protestants
He is survived by his wife, and Catholics.
11th. This concerned a group of workshop August 1649 entitled
The army claimed it has given the outlawed Irish
PADUCAH
)—Federal
(UP!
Pearl Crowder Hendon of Cadiz;
people who went to City Hall Early Chikthood Education at
Republican Army "a devil of a knock" in three days of street
mediator
John Popular says that two daughters, Mrs. Cordus
Saturday night, August 7th, to Memphis State University,
legislative districts did not meet
a major stumbling block to a Vinson of Monett, Mo., and Mrs. fighting, but the IRA denied its leaders have been arrested. At
By Robert P. Dalton
report a friend who had been Memphis, Tenn.
least 24 persons have been listed as killed in the Northern Ireland
the U. S. Supreme Court's oneMrs. Riley was chosen for hei settlement of a carpenters strike Tolly Joyce of Trigg County, one violence, six of them
beaten up and robbed. The writer
Wednesday.
man
one-vo
in
te
mandate.
western
Kentucky has been son, Carlon Hendon of Trigg
FRANKFORT, (UPI)—The
said the officiate on duty were outstanding leadership and
removed
State Legislative Research Swinford
ordered
the disinterested in their
sisters,
two
Gustie
Mrs.
County;
ability
to teach young children.
NORTH STETS HIT DEFENSES ON DMZ
problem
Popular said after. a third Ross of Trigg County and Mrs. SAIGON—No
Commission (LRC) voted legislature to realign the districts and laughed at them.
The workshop is divided into
rth Vietnamese forces aimed coordinated shelling
She stated
In
the
1972
meeting
session
with the striking car- Bert Kilgore of Murray; six and ground attacks today
of the further that our
unanimously today not to appeal
at South Vietnam's defense line along
officials on a two day sessions: Math Exlegislature
penters and members of the grandchildren, and 10 greatto come closer to whole
the Federal Court ruling which
are non-interested men periences for Young children,
the Demilitarized Zone(DMZ). At least 34 soldiers were killed in
declared the Kentucky legislative mathematical equality in the who don't care.
Dr. Richard Copeland, con- Associated General Contractors grandchildren.
the fighting,the heaviest in the area in six weeks. Two Americans
reapportionment plan
Mr. Hendon was a member of were wounded. The U.S. Command said today 18 Americans were
un- population of the districts.
Atlanta Tuesday night that an agreement
I have been a police officer for sultant,
Florida
Donald
C. Harkins,a Lexington several
on overtime pay had been the Liberty Point Baptist Church.
constitutional.
years and I would like to University, Boca Raton, Fla.;
killed in battle last week and 74 wounded—four more deaths than
Acting against the recom- attorney hired to defend the say that officials on a whole
The funeral will be held at the last week and the highest toll in three weeks.
and Planning a Full Day's reached.
are
mendations of counsel hired to emap plan in the suit filed by the very interested and deeply Program, Earline Kendall, Popular said the only major Goodwin Funeral Home in Cadiz
differences left concerned wages. on Friday, August 13, at 2:30 p.m.
defend the suit, the legislature's mayor and city commissioners of concerned with the
problems of consultant, American Child Care
DEMOCRATS WELCOME JOHN LINDSAY
leadership did not cast a single Covington, recommend that the the people. Speaking for
Centers, Inc., Nashville, Tenn. Some 1,200 carpenters have with Rev. Wade Cunningham
myself
NEW YORK—Leading Democrats have welcomed John Lindbeen
on
strike
vote against a motion to offer no LRC proceed inunediately with and the men I work with,
in
a
20-county
area officiating. Burial will be in the
Participants will be actively
we are
say's defection from the Republican party, but most prominent
an appeal of the Swinford decree. sorry
appeal.
involved in preparing math of western Kentucky since July 1, Lawrence Cemetery.
this incident happened.
political figures have predicted a presidential campaign would be
stopping work on between $30
U. S. District Judge Mac Earlier, U. Governor Wendell The writer asked what one is equipment and materials for
difficult for the New York City mayor. Lindsay, who said WedSwinford at Lexington ruled July H. Ford, chairman of the LRC, supposed to do if a robbery should young children in planning ap- and $50 million in construction
nesday in his party-switching announcement that he has not yet
18 that the state's remapping of and other legislative members occur. He should get
activities
and projects.
all in- propriate
decided on any national office, called for "realignment" among
spoke in favor of appealing the
The
carpenters
have
turned
formation available and go to the materials for a full day's
progressive Republicans, independents and Democrats.
federal court ruling.
down earlier offers of a 40-cent an
nearest law enforcement office. schedule.
Today, though, the leadership
hour
pay increase with time and
A report will be filed there and an
Mrs. Riley's husband is Dr.
PADUCAH 'UPI)—Ish Davis
was steadfast in its refusal to
Clayton Riley, chairman of the a half for over time and a 30-cent f Paducah should not follow the INMATES SAY PRISON TO RETURN TO NORMAL
investigation will follow.
appeal
the
BOISE, Idaho—Inmates who seized control of the Idaho State
case
to
the
U.
S.
an
Cowl
hour
increase
with
double
From The
Again, may I stress that we do department of Distributive
advice "get a horse."
A Appeals, the next step in the
Prison Tuesday night have said conditions will return to normal
care and urge anyone who needs Education at the University of time for overtime.
judicial ladder for the appeal. help
today. They indicated the prison takeover would end after a state
to contact us or come to the Kentucky in Lexington.
Davis was fined $100 Wed- official promised their grievances—
From the court of appeals Police Department
sweltering heat in the prison
. We have The Ftileys have two children, RIOT LEADERS SEIZED
nesday by Paducah Police Court and unclean water,
the case could have gone to
among others—would be remedied. The
the many good, capable officers who Mark and Mary Ann.
By United Press International Supreme
Judge Kenneth Burkhardt for state's governor said
Court.
the prison operation would be investigated.
KWANGJU, Korea
want to help and will help in
UPI— driving a horse and wagon in
NEW YORK —Mayor John V. The
LRC was advised by anyway they can.
Police
reported today the arrest downtown
Lindsay, announcing his switch assistant
Paducah
while KY SAYS—REBELLION POSSIBLE
counsel on the case,
of 14 leaders of a riot Tuesday
IRISH CAGER HURT
from the republican to Demo- attorney
drinking.
SAIGON—Vice President Nguyen C,ao Ky, who has so far been
Thomas C. Carroll of
by
about
20,000
SOUTH
Sincerely,
BEND,
residents
Ind.
(UPI)—
of a
cratic party:
Louisville, not to appeal.
excluded
from participating in South Vietnam's presidential
housing
site
15
Ed Knight, Sgt.
Doug Gemrnell, captain of the
miles east of Davis was stopped by city
"Whether this means I will University
election by a court decision he contends is "unlawful and arof
Kentucky
1971-72 Notre Dame basketball Seoul.
Murray Police Dept.
run for president, I do not
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Mondays And Wednesdays
Are Safer For Traveling

Federal State
Market Report

Young Actress Finds Outdoor
Theatre Good Place To Learn

p.m., six or seven days a week.
While she agrees that there are
some disadvantages to summer
companies, such as long hours,
anything but plush living
facilities and little time for social
life, Barbara insists she wouldn't
trade her many experiences for
anything.
"Through acting I've learned
about life, people and especially
myself. And I've had a ball doing

Federal State Market News
Service
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Mondays to weekend destinations, showed Monday August 9 Mayfield,
and succeed. But I want to
and Wednesdays, February and 469 motorists killed during the Kentucky
DANVILLE, Ky.—An aspiring singer
early
monring—those
are three-year period while 435 died Mayfield Livestock Market: young music-drama major be an able actress too.
I'm playing parts
probably not your favorite times from Sunday accidents.
Livestock weighed on arrival.
graduates from the University of •'Here
to travel. But, according to a Early mornings, between 4 and Cattle this week 658
helpful to an,acting career—parts
Kentucky. Lake other would-beyearly report from the Depart- 5a.m.,have been the safest hours Calves this week 50
never get to play
singer-actresses, she heads I would
ment of Public Safety, they are or Upveling. Six fatalities were COMPARED TO LAST WEEK:
elsewhere."
straightway
for
New
York
City—
at 5 a.m. during 1968
the safest times to drive on
When her summer run with
Slaughter cows and bulls 1.00 the heart of the theatrical world. Barbara, who is as serious
e 4 am.figures showed 11 in
Kentucky highways.
about her acting career as any Pioneer Playhouse is over, the
higher, slaughter .calves and
Surprisingly,
she
finds
New
A summary of motor vehicle ch of the next two years.
vealers steady, feeders 2.00-3.00 York, her own hometown, is not career businessman or craft- young actress needs for tryouts
accidents in 1968-70 compiled by The heaviest-traveled periods higher.
the place to be. Theatrical op- sman,has plenty of good things to in Washington D.C. for the
the Kentucky State Police shows are 3 p.m. to 5 pm. A total of 125 SLAUGHTER COWS: Utilliy
say about outdoor dramas, which musical "Fiddler on the Roof."
portunities
are
limited;
deaths recorded on Kentucky deaths occurred in 1968 and 1969 20.00-23.00 Couple of high yielding professional
now number six in Kentucky.
Where will Barbara be 10 years
union
regulations
roads were at their lowest during at 3 p.m. while 63, at 5 p.m. was individuals up to 24.00, Cutter
are prohibiting; competition is Her support comes, she notes, from now?" "Playing Mama
these periods. There were 3028 the highest death rate hour last 18.50-20.00, Canner 16.50-18.50.
not only from the theaters' worth Rose in 'Gypsy,' "she replied
keen.
deaths on state roads from 1968- year.
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
From California to Seattle to to performers, but also from their instantly.
February figures showed 64
70.
Judging from her deterto Good over 1000 lbs. 24.75-27.75 Washington, D.C.—the young benefit to the community.
In 1968 and 1969, 87 and 81 deaths last year with two more High Yielding individuals up to
enactress travels where there is "Drama in Kentucky has miniation and practical
motorists were killed on the cold months, January and 28.00.
work. And after four years of improved a great deal—in part thusiasm, she just may make it.
state's roads on Mondays. The March, also in the 60's. July SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
professional acting, her work because outdoor drama has a
1970 figures showed Wednesdays recorded 107 deaths, October 106 VEALERS: Choice 180-240 lbs.
brings her back to Kentucky—to definite public appeal," she said.
with 86 deaths and 89 on Mon- and November 104. Out of the 1069 vealers 38.75-40.00, mixed Good
Danville's Pioneer Playhouse— "In turn, the dramas are helping
days.
One-hundred-eighty-one deaths in 1970, 907 occurred in and Choice 35.25-38.75, mixed
as
a member of the outdoor to develop theater audiences in
persons were killed on Wed- rural areas, 162 in urban com- Good and Choice 240-350 lbs.
both numbers and sophistication,
drama's summer cast.
munities.
nesday during !* 1968-69.
a
development needed badly
calves 33.00-35.25.
actress
is
The
versatile,
During the 1968-70 period, 2042
Weekends, as expected, are the
FEEDER STEERS: Few High determined Barbara Dean, a throughout the United States."
roughest times on the state death fatal accidents were reported to Choice 250-350 lbs. 46.00-51.75,
native of Brooklyn, New York. A Barbara views the theater as NEW YORK (UPI)—Stock
count. There were 185 deaths on the State Police. Speeding Choice 42.00-46.00, Choice 300-400
lover
of musical comedy whose an integral, functioning part of prices are likely to go down "a
Saturdays in both 1968 and 1969 drivers caused 591 fatal accidents lbs. 39.50-42.00, 400-500 lbs. voice
lety. "The theater has a social
is her "most marketable
whole lot more" before the
drunk drivers were
and 217 in 1970. Friday figures, and
37.5050-39.50, 500-600 lbs. 35.50- quality," Barbara is known to responsibility to the public to
market
turns around, says T. J.
when motorists begin traveling responsible for another 502.
express
and
comment
on
37.50, mixed Good and Choice 300- musical comedies, dinnerviewpoints about issues of the Holt & Co. Chances are 50-50
400 lbs. 37.50-39.50, 400-500 lbs. theaters and dramas across
y. The people also have the that the Dow Jones industrial
35.50, 500400 lbd. 33.00-35.50. country.
ity to support this average will ,plunge another 200
blaviroomestal studies
Good 400-500 Itis 32.00-35.50, 500- Will her part in the Playho
points this year. Against this
commentary."
NEW YORK (UPI) — Chico 000 lbs. 30.00-33.00.
summer stock company help
background, the best course to
ADULTS 119
State College in California will
FEEDER HEWERS: Choice professional career? "Yes,' t For actors, Barbara says
NURSERY
experience in a summer com- follow is to liquidate holdings,
take part in a program devel- 300-500 lbs. 32.50-35.00, 500-700 lbs. Barbara says. "By playing
13
with
taking small losses if necessary
oped by.the National Park Ser- 30.75-33.00, mixed Good and
AUGUST 9, 1971
the Danville company, I'm pany like the Playhouse is quite now, rather than large losses
vice geared to environmental Choice 300-500 lbs. 30.75, 500-700
getting the acting experience I beneficial. "Summer stock is later, the firm says.
studies from kindergarten lbs. 26.00-28.50.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
especially good to teach one to
need.
Mrs. Donna Jane Carter and through high school.
learn quickly," she added.
STOCK COWS AND CALVES
Over the past few years the
The program involving PAIRS:
baby girl, Mrs. Phyllis Ann
Choice 250.00-362.00, "The plays produced have been This may be especially true at
school-age youngsters and
good, challenging," she added. Danville, where the summer market has tended to move to
Robinson and baby boy.
Good 190.00-250.00.
teachers will concentrate on
"And most importantly, they schedule lists six different extremes, both up and down,
DISMISSALS
have been straight plays— productions, each of which runs probably reflecting a change in
Mr. Russell Lynn Elkins, the relationship of the out- What's that?
the composition of the marketdramas—having nothing to do :wo weeks.
Dexter Ky., Mr. Danny Lane doors to music, art, politics,
CENTREVILLE, Ala,(UPI)
with musicals, which I usually Cast members rehearse a play place from a market composed
Smith, Box 84, Murray,Ky., Mrs. economics and other aspects of — Sign on wall of
Southern
modem life.
play."
Sue Jane Smith, 512 South llth
tine days before it opens. During f many small investors to one
Belle Restaurant:
know that
For Barbara, it is not sufficient he season, one play is rehearsed 'dominated by institutional inStreet, Murray, Ky., Mrs. Faye Cultural enrichment
you believe you understand
Turner, 312 North 9th Street,
what you think I said, but I am to be a good singer with what she luring the day while another is vestors, E. F. Hutton says.
Murray, Ky., Mrs. Edmonia
riot so sure you realize that describes as "a belting voice." In performed at night. Thus, Emphasis on performance has
Spann, 502 South id Street,
YOUNGSTOWN,Ohio(UP!) what you heard is not what I musical comedy, which is lots of working hours for- the cast also been a factor, leading
fun, one can be solely a good usually runs from 10 a.m. to 11 institutions to buy some issues
Murray, Ky., Miss Julie Rene — The Model Cities agency of
meant."
even after dramatic advances
Shobe, Route 1, Puryear, Tenn., Youngstown has selected
and sell others at a loss rather
Mrs. Julia Fay Cain and baby Youngstown State University's
than weather the storm. The
boy, Route 2, Murray, Ky., Mrs. Center for Urban Studies to
current extreme reactive phase
Phyllis Kay Whitney anc direct the agency's cultural enmay well be no more than
baby boy, Route 1, Murray, Ky., richment program there.
The program, a five-week
another exaggerated correction
Mr. Weaver Wilburn Dickerson,
in a long-term bull market.
Hostel, Almo, Ky., Mrs. Tamson intensive seminar involving 25
Parker, 700 Meadowlane, persons, is designed to develop
Hoppin, Watson believes 1972
Murray, Ky., Mrs. Fannie Pearl a greater awareness and pride
their cultural background.
will turn out to be a banner
Dickerson, Route 1, Alm, Ky. in
year for investors. Many of the
political and economc uncertainties will be resolved by
then, the firm feels, and the
market will be on its way up
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WITH HIGHEST HONOR: Mrs.Cathy Harris Erastberger was graduated summit cum laude from
Murray State'University on Aug. 6. With an overall standing of 3.91 (on 4.9 scale), she received a
bachelor of science In home economics degree from President Harry M. Sparks. She is the daughter
of Mr.and Mrs. James N. Harris, Route 1, Lynn Grove.

Mrs. Opal Blalock Howard, 199 William Ave., Murray, received a master of arts in education
degree from Murray State University from President Harry M. Sparks on Aug. 6. The wife of W.
Rudolph Howard,she teaches at Murray Middle School.
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SUPER
GRADE!

The level of the market does
not seem inordinately high or
low, says Inverness Counsel.
Inc. As market fundamentals
are generally favorable for the
long term, investors able to
take a long-term view would do
well to remain fully invested,
he firm adds.
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HIS-AND-HER STEAKS FOR THE WHITE HOUSE—The last
steer traded at the old Chicago Stock Yards, Black Jack
stretches his legs before being shipped to the White
House for his-and-her steaks for President and Mrs.
Nixon. The stockyards have been replaced by the Chi- n
cago-Joliet Livestock Marketing Center, which gave the
steer to the Nixons.
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Select group
MADISON, Wis. (UPI)
The Wisconsin State Universities have been authorized to
enroll selected high school students, either to audit courses
or earn credits toward a degree.
Students must have completed
three years of high school, rank
in the upper quarter of their
class and obtained a recomfrom their high
mendation
school principal.

Padres 12 Ames %
101 p.m o II-20 p.m. 0

COINMITMESTBIN
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Kentucky Nab For end 111/1111•0 M.
King Earteroistra prnen Cough? West.
ern Ipeclbcultar. Seerdey August 21,
at 1 10 p• owl 8 30 • Fe
New Non
Adult. SI SOC; S1 50 0
Cauldron 12 gender
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1 30 p
,A $ 30 e o

WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP HORSE SHOW
float U.S. Show Nene, Competang for ION 1111,060.
Mpar maw
F, Aug 77 730 p
Wed Aug 75, 1 30 y oft
Mem NMIP
Res Seats 12 SO 0. . e
Res Soots $1 SO 0
Sat Aug 20. 7:111 p.m,
Then Aug 20. 7 300 p
'
Om Seats 12500utm ims $4 00 0
(Tgigi I.. lesopay and Thbaaaay wound toolawoones an Adult,. 111.00; C110
dna 12 and hullo SO. Them Watts mun5. pe,hated matt( al •••ipamaasy)
SIMI WWI ta:

Mom
MP/mst

Smd Conk or
Mean &Ow Met

$799

Hem New

.

,
Stet._ 1,
I CI,
U ADDRESSED ENYEI.W
PLEASE ENCLO SE STAMPED SE
tu,• 1,0•0 ticket era*, .s
namplitely

KENTUCKY' STATE FAIR TICKETS,50 11•Ri 71170 It... , eve u at so '1

Iin

Like something from a space 0-wilier is this scary
thing at Borg-Warner's plant in York, Pa. It's the
cast-iron compressor hotting for an air conditioning
system that can prtivule ,t, much as 60 tons of cooling.

l34mem fights
narcotic Aloe
BRUSSELS (UPI)
Bel
gium is stewing up the fight
against illegal use of narcotics
with motion of a special
85-man police squad and introduction of stiffer penalties calling for a maximum sentence of
15 years hard labor for drug
trafficking.
•

—

SALES
PRICE

98
GALLON

exterior self-cleaning white
1-COAT GUARANTEED TO COVER
ANY COLOR WHEN APPLIED
AT THE RATE OF 450sq. ft.
per GALLON
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY SACK

MURRAY SUPPLY CO.
208 E. Main St.

Phone 753-3361
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Bel Air Shopping Center

ROUNDUP

•••

Store Hours:

DA NANG
TANN\
MO DUC,

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday
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III

•

II
Ii
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NSA TRANG1

TNAM
CAM'
RANH
BAY.
"

PHAN
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III
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98 VALUE
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AIM

!I!
iii
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BEAK
FES SAY
TN VIII
LOOTED
VILLAGE
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FIRST

FIRST

FIRST

ON THE WAY
TO SCHOOL

ON THE WAY

ALL SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

ALL SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

Reduced

Reduced

OP ON THE WAY
TO SCHOOL

ALL SCHOOL
SUPPLIES ,
'II
III

Reduced

III
ill
III
Ill
III
If!

451 Value
Crayo

I II
III

3.36 Total

0.11••••,1
&yaw. Co...,

6 IN. X 91N.

tTPLAB PAP•20

50 SHEETS
OIYPinli Para'

294 VALUE

'on

2.29

79; VALUE

98; Value

46c

116 SHEETS

Regula
Super
Gentle

Value

ONE A DAY
Protect your family
with the world's most
trusted vitamins

.98' Value

Say-Rite's

Price

\ SCHOOL

SPECIAL
Now On
Paper-Mote
9I3c Pen
itriksi You

any

HI(M COUNT- 98' Value

Penci-Pack 58'
POINTED or BLUNT

$198
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lii
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iIi
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• •

-
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MORE?

Iii
I I
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'Ii
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I 11
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,
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Children love 'em
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I II
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Pharmacists
Plan Annual
Convention
The 94th annual convention of
the Kentucky Pharmaceutical
Association will be held Sunday,
August 15 through Wednesday,
August 18, at Stouffer's Louisville
Inn, Louisville, Kentucky.
U. Gov. Wendell H. Fotd,
Democratic
nominee
for
Governor, and Tom Emberton,
Republican
nominee
for
Governor, will be the featured
speakers. Emberton will speak at
10 a.m., Wednesday, and Ford
will speak at 1:30 p.m. the same
day.
Other speakers will include
Nick AVelonne, president,
National Association of Retail
Druggists; Joe D. Taylor, R. Ph.,
president, KPA; E. William P.
McElwain, Commissioner, State
Department of Health; Carl
Roberts,
director,
Legal
Division, American Pharmaceutical Association and
Martin L. Goodman, .Assistant
Sales Manager, Youngs Drug
Products Corporation,
Piscataway, New Jersey.
The Ladies' Auxiliary featured
speaker will be Mrs. Nellie
Meadows, American Wild Flower
Artist. Mrs. Meadows will speak
at 11 a.m. at a Buffet Brunch and
business meeting at Colonel
Sanders Inn, Wednesday, August
18.
A ladies' luncheon will be held
Monday and a sightseeing tour of
Oxmoor Shopping Center the
same day; a golf tournament and
a style show by The Hat Box of
Louisville is planned for
ruesday.
The KPA awards program will
ie held Tuesday evening August
17 and the convention will be
xincluded with the installation of
ifficers of both the KPA and the
Ladies' Auxiliary at a banquet
Wednesday evening August 18.
Registration will begin at 5
p.m., Sunday, August 15 on the
Mezzanine floor at Stouffers
followed by a "Mixer" at 9 p.m.
Bye Bye Blues
LANSING, Mich.(UPI) - A
bill which would end the "dry
blues- on election day by permitting bars to open is under
consideration in the Michigan
Legislature.
Election day dry laws date
back to a time when it was
feared unscrupulous candidates
would attempt to trade drinks
for a vote.
Ontario fghts v.d.
TORONTO(UPI) Ontario
will spend $2 million this year
- $50,000 more than in 1970
- to fight venereal disease, says
Health Minister Thomas Wells.
Wells said the 9,368 cases
reported in 1970 was the highest in the province mince 1946
and that the increased budget
would be used for establishment of three new clinics, medication and a publicity campaign aimed at educating the
public about venereal disease.

Recommended
maximum
storage time in refrigerator for
liver, chicken and ground beef
is one to two days. Fresh fish
and shellfish should be used
the same day purchased.

13 BIG HOURS OF SHOPPING

Pe

WE
* STORE OPEN *
9 A.M.-10 P.M.

Sensational Values Make It Your Lucky Day - Prices

150 Pairs of
LADIES

Panty Hose

DIXIE CUP
BATHROOM
CUP DISPENSER

DIAMOND FOIL
12 a 25 Roll.
A girls best friend

Complete with
25,3-oz. cups.

Cutter Box.

REG. 27C

REG. 19C

LIMIT 1

Shasta Canned
SOFT DRINKS

LADIES

Panty Hose
REG 10c

for $ 1 13

ROCKET
TRANSPARENT
TAPE

6 PACK
CHEWING GUM

LITTLE GIRLS
ASSORTED

Shorts,
Tops And Otherr

• Wrigley
• Dentyne
• Beechnut
• Clarks

LIMIT 1

LIMIT 2

16-oz

ODDS & ENDS

ICE TEA GLASSES

13('
64-PIECE
BROWNSTONE

DINNER SERVICE

SHELLS

Our Reg. '2.66

Our Reg. '1.77

1 GROUP

• Curtains
• Shower Curtains
• Valance
• Other Assorted Curtains

HEAVY DUTY
ELECTRIC

HEDGE
TRIMMER
14" tempered steel

blade,
adjustable top handle,
weighs 5 lbs.

313

Our
Reg.
'17.77

REG 88c
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LIMIT 1

=

72 COUNT
CLOTHES PINS
Hardwood. spring type
clothespins.

C or D
BATTERIES

SUDDEN BEAUTY — GET SET and AQUA NET

HAIR SPRAY

• Rayovac
• Eveready

Ill

$t

3cANs $ 1 13

PKG. of 72
REG. 44C

45-Piece MELAMINE

LADIES

x 800" and dispenser.

REG. 27C

Values to 97`

SCOOTER
DRESSES

ODDS &
ENDS

• Regular
• Diet
• Assorted Flavors

2

One Large
Table

LIMIT 2

ALL OF OUR REG. 77' & 88'

LIMIT 6

LADIES
100% COTTON

(EDITO
following i
which won
ugh schot
or traffic
he Kentt
oordinati
article rec
s reprint'
Fates Cree
'Idasthek

LIMIT I

DINNERWARE
SERVICE
Service for 8 $
13

30-QUART

WHITE SWIRL
DINNERWARE

5

STYRO FOAM

COOLER

Our Reg.
8.66

with Aluminum Handle
Ill

N!FT/
OUR REG 88C

SPACE SAVER
/*I/ T 4

BINDER

RUBBING
ALCOHOL

F or Top Punch Paper
8"x10/
1
2"
Compar• at '1.49

Fabulous fruits,
Pillsbury instant breakfast
and others.

Our Reg. '1.47

-

III

Fl
• Soft
* Medium
• Hard

s
LIMIT 1

WOMENS
LITTLE GIRLS

LIMIT 2

NIFTY
TOP PUNCH

Wide
Marginal
Ruled

Loose
Leaf
Filler

SWISH
NAIL POLISH
REMOVER
4 or. size.

Ill

SWEETHEART
DISHWASHING
LIQUID
22 oz. size

REG. 36c
REG. 37c

44

Sheets
HIJACKERS IN IRONS — A
Coast Guard cutter follows
the yacht Kamalli, with
three alleged hijackers
aboard in irons, toward
Honolulu after the yacht
was "recaptured." The $1
million craft ownri by oil
rullItonaire Larry DohenY
Walk taken from the Ala
Wai Yacht Hathor.

••••

I
Ill

LIMIT 1

SNEAKERS

III

In White or Blue

III

ill
Ill

Sizes 64 to 10
and 81
/
2 to 3

Only

III

LIMIT 1

$113
I

Phone 754-8777
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People Are The
Way They Drive
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The
following is one of four articles
which won prizes in a statewide
ugh school newspaper contest
or traffic safety, sponsored by
he Kentucky Traffic Safety
7.00rdination Committee. This
irticle received fourth prize and
a reprinted from Lexington's
Fates Creek Senior High School
"Masthead."
People express themselves in
driving. You can analyze a
person by the way he operates his
car, his regard for other drivers,
his awareness of the power he is
controlling, and his attitude: his
observance of automobile safety
rules.
Things would run a lot more
smoothly if all drivers realized
that the safety rules were created
for their own good, but there are
just too many exceptions to make
safe driving an ordinary and
accepted way of driving a car.
First there is the kind of driver
that stomps out to his new sports
model with a sense of selfconfidence and power. This
character thinks the road is made
for him.His car is built for speed,
and he goes fast everywhereparking lots, 35 mile an hour
residential districts, and intersections. Everything is done
with a flourish; he backs out of
driveways with a deafening,
muffler-popping explosion. He is
more likely to be fondly eyeing
his speedometer than watching
the road.
Then there's the weary soul
who can barely stumble out the
front door, let alone keep his eyes
on the road. If he does, he's in a
myopic haze, contemplating on
substantial breakfast. This
sleepy hazard is not fully competent to drive a car.
The super-slows belong back in
the horse and buggy days. They
drag along at the minimum,
enjoying the beautiful nonexistent view and piling up an
irritated line of drivers behind
them. Excessive slowness can be
as dangerous as abnormal speed.
There are those that aze
easily distracted. Some noisy
in the back seat will yell and Mr.

Curious will look; not just glance,
he'll take a good probing look. Of
xitirse while he's looking to rear,
someone could be zeroing in on
-Urn fron the front.
Some people don't realize that
iriving is a skill, and takes a bit
A concentration. This kind will
3end down to adjust a shoelace,
.ake in the view (brake, acyelerator, wires) and then slowly
straighten up. Whoops-almost
sideswiped a car back there.
All these specimens have faults
in common. They are not alert to
the dangers of the road and
simple safety cautions. Anyone
who cannot observe a few rules
should have his driving privileges
revoked. Maybe then, that
statistic-54,000 people killed on
the road each year-would
decrease.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

5 Apothecary's
weight (PI.)
6 War
Dapsrtrnent
(abbr.)
7 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
8 Soak
9 Mast
10 Cylindrical
11 Bivalve
mollusks
13 Lassoed
16 Depend on
19 Choose
21 Dregs
22 Athletic

1 Saber
6 Most
unpleasant
11 Skillful
12 More profound
14 Behold!
15 Hebrew month
17 Hawaiian
rootstock
18 Heil!
20 Small fish
23 Corded cloth
24 Liquefy
26 Hail and rain
28 Symbol for
tellurium
29 Scoff
31 Longed for
33 Algonquian
Indian
35 Pintail duck
36 Short sleep'
39 One of.
Germanic
people
42 Near
43 Malice
45 Melody
46 Cry of sheep
48 Scottish cals.
50 Bishopric
51 Competent
53 Chief god of
Memphis
55 Cyprincnd fish
56 Endured
59 Ancient
chariots
61 Grants use of
62 Nerve
networks

25 Gull-like
birds
Handle
Harvests
Link
Heroic event
Conspiracy

27
30
32
34
36

NEW YORK (UPI) - Comedian Jerry Lewis believes high
admission prices and sex-oriented films are keeping the
American family away from
the movies and hurting the
whole motion picture industry.
"Give a family a good movie
at a good price, and they ii
flock to the theaters," Lewis
said. "Movies are an American
habit."
Lewis made the comment
in announcing he has lowered
admission prices in his chain
of Jerry Lewis Cinemas to
$1.50 for adults and 50 cents
for kids.
It is a new concept Lewis
calls "Change of Five Dollars,
Where did summer's hot
Please," whereby a family of pants go when designers
four can see a good family showed for fall and winter?
film and, after paying $4 for Mostly under wraps, it seems.
tickets, have a dollar left for Very few designers carry these
refreshments.
short-shorts into cold weather
"The whole movie business clothes.

III
III
Ill
III

A bill making it illegal to eat,
deep, rest or sit
a camper,
house car or trailer on San
Francisco streets between 10
p.m. and 6 a.m. was approved
by the Board of Supervisors.

I•I

I

Old Glory honored
EDNA, Tex. (UPI) - For
more than three years the U.S.
flag has been flown daily from
most of the homes and businesses in this Gulf Coast community. Residents say they will
continue flying the flag daily
until an honorable peace is
achieved in Vietnam.

Tv vs. car thieves
MANILA (UPI) - Civil avi-iI
ation authorities are planning
to install a closed circuit tele-i
• "11
vision system around the Man-'
its International Airport parking lot to check an increasing
number of car thefts in thea
area.

HERE'S JOE COOL IMPRESS**
TNE CHICKS OK CRUS4IN6 THE
EMMY CAN Willi ONE HAW-
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I0/161116 NOW NE
ISEAOIVRINKII46
MOT BEER AMP
EYEIN6 CHICKS
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Nancy
-!711W/N-

OH , NO --NOT
MY DOG

DOES YOUR DOG
BURY HIS BONES LIKE
ORDINARY DOGS DO

Coe

rtILAN&

IMMO 00300
0005MU
00000 00111
WIC 0000000 BM
M0000 00 0000
MMO 00 0021M
B10001300013
MMOO 00 000
12000 010 M0000
SU OMO1000 11111
003 0M030 000
13000100 000030
M0030 OW10001

mumeam

nue

37 Kettledrum
38 Cease
40 Iroquoian
Indian
41 Wants
44 Go in
47 In addition
49 Comfort

5.
-AUG-2

ft
44,4?

Th. Colonials

aS
1•1•1.
44-e'
A.

52 Greek letter
54 Initials of
33rd President
57 Printer's
measure
58 Symbol for
dysprosium
60 East Indies
(abbr.)
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"GIANT KILLER".
-1110.124to be the political giant
killer of 1972, Rep. Paul 14.
McCloskey, R-Calif., opens
his New Hampshire campaign headquarters in Concord. He will challenge
President Nixon on the
Southeast Asia war issue.
New Hampshire will hold
the nations -first.presiden-A
Mal primary some seven
months from now.
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Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 1534304
Store Hours 9 to 9 Mon.-Sat.
1 to 6 Sunday

7c OFF

7.1z.
CREME RINSE

LISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC

Regular
1.29 Value

Regular *1.39 Value

GRIFFIN

COVEll GIRL

Liquid Wax
SELF-SNINING SHOE POLISH
SELF-APPLICATOR PACKAGE

NOXZEMA
LIQUID. PRESSED POWDER. CREAM
ANTISEPTIC • MEDICATED • FRAGRANT
Each In 4/glamorous shades

III
'It

GLAMOUR THAT'S GOOD FOR YOUR SKIN

Ill

Liquid Makeup
Regular '1.75 $
Regular
Pressed Powder
11.49 Value
Regular '1.75

III
!II

2.5-0z. SIZE

109

MAN-POWER

66;

NOWNOW

SPECIAL
SUPER
DRY
ANTIPERSPIRANT
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.am,
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TOOTHPASTE

1.19 Value

s1.49 Value 991
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GRIFFIN

S 407

A
V

ALSO

Re.. 35' Value

ultra brite®

DEODORANT

Regular 11.00 Value

12/
1
2-oz. Size

Why Pay More?
Regular

Now -Your Choice

II

4 oz.

ill

Ill
••
III
Ill.
.
II,

LARGE SIZE

AEROSOL
DEODORANT

•.
Ill
.
III
III

III

68; DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS
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HE HAS ME PUT
THEM IN HIS OWN
PRIVATE FREEZER

'
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Sideline
KARACHI, Pakistan (luny
- Three beggars arrested by
poice turned out to be landdis whose properties in one
of Karachi's wealthier residential areas were reported by
an official to "fetch a handsome monthly income" for
them.

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

DOWN
1 One habitually
negligent of
!neatness
2 Pronoun
3 Eggs
4 Communists

Camper curfew
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) -

a

=:=

III
HI
III
III

has been in a terrible slump
for a few years," Lewis said"Exorbitant admission prices
have been a contributing factor
of great importance. When the
price is too high, the potential
audience stays away from the
theaters. The whole industry
suffers."
Lewis now has a chain of
mini-theaters spread microns the
nation. As of July, 1971,there
were more than 50 in operation. By the end of 1972, 300
are scheduled to be open. It is
expected that by 1975 at least
1,500 will be in operation.
That combination of modest box office prices and clean
films works, Lewis said, is
proved by the fact that his
chain, known corporately as
Network Cinema, has been able
to operate at a profit in a time
of recession in the general
economy.

Lewis says
sex, prices
hurt movies
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Outdoor Lore

I Dick Van Dyke Makes a Move

1 '1--.The "New Hollywood" Could It Be Carefree, Arizona?
By ARMY ARCHERD
Central Press A SSOCia6011
Correspondent
"This
CAREFREE, Ariz must be the way Hollywood was
when the movie business first
came out there," I said to Dick
Van Dyke in -- of all places —
, *re in Carefree, Ariz. He is
-Tithe one star who departed
4Hollywood and -found" the real
Hollywood-like dream place to
; ;swork and live - - Carefree.
:Actually, Dick lives in Cave
::Creek, Ariz., about three miles
'from Carefree. And, indeed,
that's where he truly lives.
;
Dick no longer has to listen
to L.A. radio stations each
4
morning to find if there's to be
a smog alert. Nor does he have
t0 listen to find what sigalerts
1e
in effect on the freeways to
igure a way to drive to work.
e doesn't have to worry about
ything, as a matter of fact.
Van Dyke has all the money
ell ever need in a lifetime -1 :and all the work he can handle.
:And one of the jobs he really
1
;wants to handle is — making a
movie for children. Maybe more
1
.than one. He wants to work
with children — particularly on
the dope problem.
• • •
WHEN I met Dick outside the
Graham Studio here in Care1
free, I was amazed to find it as Diek Van Dyko kinks happily at home among the Arizona cacti.
modern as any in the world.
I
_Why shouldn't it be? Only two Just a quarter-hour's drive from - he drove a Cadillac, but has
-I—
now switched to a four-wheel
years old and growing, it boasts the famed Camelback Inn.
t
'three huge sound stages, one of
They live on 180 acres and drive-type station wagon which
which houses the Dick Van pay a total of $600 a year in takes him up the rough, dirt
;royke television series sets — real estate taxes which is about road from the main highway to
'and enough seats for 300 view- one-quarter the amount they'd his ranch.
* • •
ers. ;Scottsdale is only 15 mm- pay on their two acres in the
?
THEYjnever go into the city,
sites away and Phoenix, a half Valley back in L.A. When he
itour. Thus there's no problem greeted me, he was wearing by the way. They get great
3
tting an audience. Matter of blue jeans, a sport shirt, Indian TV reception way out there -et it's always SRO).
jacket and a necklace he made amazingly. And their "live"
; The skies are always blue and of Indian beads found on his entertainment is with the people
in the small town of Cave Creek
er and there's a back lot that place
on for 710 acres — or
ipopulation 400). He happily
• • •
accepted their invitation to adpore if needed on the great
#rizona desert and mountainMATTER of fact, Dick and dress the eighth grade graduathe family have regular search- tion class of 40 kids. The
Two years ago, Dick sold his es for such artifacts and have principal laughingly said, "In
use in the San Fernando Val- found many. P.S. -- They've past years, we've always had to
to Sergio Mendes, and he, also killed 50 rattlesnakes on import a speaker. This is the
e Marge and four children their land in the two years!
first time we've had a local
Until recently. Dick admitted. boy."
k up residence on a ranch

Dick hasn't changed much in
the seven years since he costarred with Julie Andrews in
"Mary Poppins." Now he hopes
to make a film titled "Mr. Popper's Penguins" when the TV
season's over. And on the
stages in Carefree. His most
recent film, "Cold Turkey,"
took him on location away from
home, unfortunately for him.
The story you may recall,
called for an entire town to quit
smoking. Dick did give up cigarets after the film—but now,
he and wife Marge are smoking
like chimneys. They were the
only smog-makers around the
Carefree stage!
Ironically, in the TV series,
he plays a talk show m.c. in a
town like Scottsdale. In one
segment, he's offered a job as a
movie star, makes a screen test.
Dick admits it's one of the funniest films he's ever made - - Including the five years of the
original Dick Van Dyke show,
•

•

C r•ofied Ads
AUCTION SALE

Sy New* Shackelford • Unirambly of Kentucky Codlege of Agriculture
Late one rainy evening kilklore, is a harbinger of
during the, last week of July, impending cold.
"Six weeks from the time
we were privileged to hear a
wild ,:horus which, at the same' you hear the first katydid," say
time. denoted the fullness of the old weather sages, "there
will be frost on the land."
summer and the first stirring of
It is not unusual for a wood
fall.
This was a joint- presenta- thrush to sing late in the season
tion of the sweet but melan- or for a katydid to begin its
rehearsals early, but hearing
chol!, song of a wood thrush
and the brisk cheery fiddling of them both at the same time is
a katydid which, according to something that doesn't happen
very often.

Tv profile

•

"I FEEL so great out here,"
Van Dyke said, "I think I must
be dying from a health kick!"
The great D. W. Griffith once
said of locations: Why go on
'em? "A tree is'a tree — shoot
It in 41...A.'s) Griffith Park."
Similarly a stage is a stage—
so Dick figures "Shoot it in
Carefree, Ariz. I work inside all
day and it's so much the same
as Hollywood, when I finish and
walk outside I expect to see
Hollywood Boulevard." That is
— if one could see Hollywood
Boulevard for the smog.
There's plenty of -Hollywood"
on the stage -- Dick is partnered with longtime pal-producer Byron Paul, plus Carl
Reiner. And the associate producer is Norman Powell whose
roots are deep in Hollywood —
his father is the late Dick
Powell, his mother, Joan Blondell. Like Dick Van Dyke,
Powell has moved his family
near Carefree, Ariz.
P.S. — It's only an hour by
air from — Hollywood. in case
anyone gets too lonesome for
the glamor and smog
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Ted Knight
in big time

AUCTION SALE: Saturday,
August 14th, 10:00 a.m. at the late
Buel McKenzie home, 4 miles
West of Murray, Kentucky. Turn
south off of Highway 121 at Stella
2 miles, or north off Highway 94
at Hutchin's Garage 2 miles. This
is one of the largest country sales
of the year. Some items are:
Cherry dining room suite,
chrome dining suite, hide-a-bed,
nice living room suite, 2-poster
bedroom suites, extra nice stove
and refrigerator, circulating
wood heater, RCA television, two
nice drum top tables, coffee and
end tables, cedar wardrobe, glass
door china cabinet, spool leg
table. Some real collector items.
Solid walnut side board from way
back in the 18th century, Oak
dresser, fancy trunks, picture
frames, extra fancy sewing
rocker.
This is just a small part of the
furniture, there will be lots of
good glass and china. Such as old
preserve stands, nice pieces of
depression glass, Goofus glass,
pressed glass, some fine china.
Lots of Cooking utensils, Aladdin
lamps, jars, jugs, iron skillets.
Too many items to list.
We are combining a large
collection of furniture, antiques
and collector items with this sale
to make it better for you Bring a
folding chair and stay all day.
For information call Otto Chester
Auction Service, 435-4042, or
Eldridge Pickard, 753-8964 or
Floyd McKenzie, 753-4725. Not
responsible in case of acAl2P
zident.

NOTICE
ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarTFC
mington, Kentucky.
WE itRE ready now to deliver or
take your order for six vein
stoker or four by seven lump
coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice &
Coal Service,408 South 4th
Sept.11C
Street.
SHAPEMAKERS!!! THE only
easy way to lose weight and inches fast. Make an appointment
for Free figure analysis. Phone
AZNC
753-2962.
H & R USED FURNITURE is
open five days a week 10:00 till
6:00, on Hwy. 121, Concord Road.
Lots of nice used furniture and
lots of antiques. Phone 753-6676,
A14C
home phone 753-1716.
WOULD LIKE to have two
elderly ladies to stay in my home
at all times. Phone 753-6607 from
Al2C
7:000 12:00 noon.

By VERNON SCOTT
AS OF August 10, 1971, I will no
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
longer be responsible for any
HOLLYWOOD(UPI)- Ted
debts other than my own. Joe T.
devoted__years of his
Al2P
Baker,Route 1,Murray.
life to preparation for his role
plaintive,
the
to
Listening
newsas the pompous little
HELP WANTED
flutelike notes of the thrush
caster on 'The Mary Tyler
Moore Show."
sounding from the gathering
POSITION
MANAGEMENT
Knight humorously redarkness deep in the woods
open for a retail hardware store.
radio
of
succession
counts s
Send resume to P.O. Box 32-A,
induced a feeling of sadness.
and television jobs on local
Al2C
Murray,Kentucky.
that
reminder
a
was
There
channels in New England.
another good summer was
Fir was Uncle Ted, Farmer
WANTED: WAITRESS and Short
Ted, Windy Knight, Milkman
going and that if would be a
Order Cooks. Apply in person to
Ted and other cornball characlong, long time before we
Jerry's Restaurant, South 12th
ters in and around Albany,
could again hear the thrush,
Al2C
Troy and Schenectady, N.Y.
Saturday Street.
SALE:
AUCTION
winter
its
for
soon to depart
It was minor league work, but
August 14th, 10:30 a.m. at Ivan
home in Argentina.
he came across a dozen protoJones home on Highway 641 just INCOME TOO SMALL? With full
types of super-ego Ted Baxter.
As for the 'katydid fiddling south of Dexter, Kentucky, sold
ar part time Rawleigh Home
Off-screen Ted Knight has
in the oaks overhead, there was home bought smaller place and is Service Plan, many earning $3
little in common with his video
nothing sad in its lively selling surplus furniture, clean hourly and up. Write giving
character.
and good: three-piece bedroom phone no.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh
Knight moved to Southern • arpeggio. Unlike the song of
vinyl couch, makes bed, Co., Freeport, Ill, or call 815-232suite,
the.
sounding
was
which
For
the thrush
California in 1957.
coppertone 4161 from 8 to 4:30.
washer,
dish
Al2C
past 14 years be has done
a threnody for a departing
refrigerator, ahsley wood heater,
voice-over commercials, carseason, the katydid Was merrily Maytag wringer type, aluminum
small
WANTED
- Participants in the 1972 wheat program. He explained that "set- Inclusion of barley and changes reflect the present toon voices and played along
announcing the beginning of tub, Singer portable sewing 'HOMEWORKERS
pictures
part-time,full-time work at home
set-aside program may sub- aside" does not mean diverting soybeans as substitute crops and possibility of a larger wheat roles in mollon
old
very
bed,
one-half
machine,
television.
on
appearances
.stitute barley, corn, grain land from production of a specific the higher set-aside percentage harvest in 1971, the need for in- with current job is the big another. It seemed to be telling square dining table(turned legs), mailing our circulars. For details
His
of the wonderful pageantry of
sorghurn or soybeans for wheat crop. It means setting aside an are the most notalbe changes in creased soybean acreage, and time.
straight and rocking chairs, rush self-addressed, stamped
-and still earn program benefits acreage from a farm's total the 1972 wheat program, ac- the necessity of assuring income
married to his color to come, of smoky electric stove (Tapan), matched ernvelope and 35c to US Enbeen
has
He
cording to Mr. Hail. -These protection tot the farmer while wife Dorothy, who also is a Indian summer, of goldenrod wood cabinets, old radio, plasm terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
.and protect their wheat allotment Potential crop production.
also maintaining his greater native of Connectieut, for 23
"Mayfield.Kentucky 42066. TFC
#ustory,according to Mr.011ie C. Set-aside acreage for the 1172
freedom years. They are the parents of by the wayside, of silent good, large pictures and mirror,
decision -making
Wall, Chairman of the County wheat program will be equal to 83
chairs,
matching
October's four old
provided by the Agricultural Act Ted Jr., 17; Elyse, 11; and streams, and of
WANTED: BABY-SITTER in my
gricultural Stabilization and percent of a farm's domestic
bright blue weather which stirs collectors type, library table, home, weekdays from 8:00 a.m.
of 1970," he said.
Erie, 8. In turn, the children
:Conservation (ASC) Committte, wheat allotment, the maximum
round, end, and picnic tables,
The substitution provision will are the masters of a trio of a primordial wanderlust in all
till 5:30 p.m. Phone 753-9287. Al4C
i
ii.hoili lams
farm allowable under the law. This
administers
seven day clock, trunk, yard
or
all
was
plant
set-aside
to
maximum
producer
a
creatures.
living
enable
Siamese cats: My Guy, Chopin the County.
swing, metal chairs, one-half
any combination of his acreage to stick and San.
While the katydid may inch drill, chain hoist,(2) twenty LADIES APPLICATIONS being
Aslo, there is no limit on wheat established because of the
barley,
corn,
(
grain
grain
large
style
of
feed
supplies
Spanish
a
possibility
in
live
wheat,
All
accepted now. Fine opportunity
fall
out
of
pointed
acreage. Mr. Hall
indeed be a harbinger
foot ladders, power mower,
or soybeans home in the San Fernando
grainsorghum
that producers may grow their from this year's harvest. In 1971
its chorus does indeed indi- garden tiller, churn and dasher, for full or part time work. Conand
set-aside acreage was 75
er
pheat
without loss of planting history or valley. They are a bit crowded
tact Mr. Ralph Rowe, August 17,
full allotment, or more than their Iw
with growing children in a cate a changing of the musical pitcher and butter mould, muffin 10:00-2:00 p.m. at the Midcent.
program benefits.
allotment, and remain within tile
WASHINGTON (UPI)
house. But guard-a change from birdsong iron, railroad lantern, stainless Towner Motel. No phone
"The announcement that three-bedroom
"More and more young children barley will be included in the feed there is a spacious yard and a of summer to insect song of steel ware, fruit cans, and many calls.
Al6C
are going to be killed unless grain program for 1972, and may large swimming pool.
autumn, it is not a true and small items.
Also administratrix, Mrs. C. D.
they and their parents recog- be substituted for wheat or vice- Typical suburbanites
infallible prophet of frost.
Whitlock will sell a Frigidaire WANTED: HOUSEKEEPER
nize the dangers involved in the versa, was made because in some
Those who have kept close washer and dryer, RCA color end cook to live in with elderly
In most respects the Knights
use of minibikes," the govern- areas fall-planted barley is an
notations on the subject tell T.V.(2) Hollywood beds springs couple. Phone 753-8085.
a typical suburban
are
Al2C
ment said today.
alternate crop for wheat," Mr. as far removed from the bright
that the old six weeks theory is & Beautyrest maffresses, and
In a strongly-worded warning Hall added.
AUTOS FOR SALE
to parents, the National High- He noted that soybeans will be lights of Hollywood's social more often wrong. In the desk.
Additional items, five dining
way Traffic Safety Administra- allowed as a substitute crop in the actitilies as if they'd never matter of quadrants of the year
chairs and captain chair,
tion said more than 1,500,000 feed grain program as well as the left New England.
Their closest friends are which we call seasons, no single (Walnut) Hi-Fl, Fireplace set, 1964 CORVAIR Monza conminibikes—most of them oper- wheat program. Full details of
another,
other members of the series. season is exactly like
dinner bell, breakfast set, many vertible, $100.00. Good work car.
ated by children between the the feed grain program will be
Four days a week Ted drives and once a season has come new items (bargain passouts). Phone 753-7865.
A13P
ages of 10 and 14 years old— announced as soon as possible.
to CBS Studio ,Center to reEats and drinks served, not
will be in use by the end of Several provisions of the 1971 hearse the show, On Friday and gone, it never comes again
way. responsible in case of accidents. 1964 AUSTIN Healey Sprite
1971.
wheat program are unchanged nights the episodes are taped in exactly the same
"While off-street riding under for 1972. The loan rate will before a live audience.
Therefore, frosts may come Sale conducted by Douglas Roadster. Completely rebuilt
of engine and brake system. Neteds
Associate
parental supervision can be a remain at 81.25 per bushel,
very Shoemaker
Otherwise Ted makes it early in one autumn and,
and minor body work, $350.00. Phone
Auction
Shoemaker
safe and popular recreation, the national average-high enough to home in- time to have dinner
of
song
the
and
late in another,
A14C
Livestock Co, Murray, Kentucky, 753-4076.
-minibike becomes a high-risk provide protection of farm in- with his family, a luxury ento do 753-3375.
Al2C
vehicle on sidewalks and come if the market unexpectedly joyed by few tekvision series the katydid has nothing
with it.
1967 CHEVROLET Vs ton pick-up,
roadways. The agency categori- falls, low enough not to be the regulars.
But unlike the wood thrush
A-1. 28,000 nines, Fleetside, long
cally opposes all use of determining factor in market
On long summer evenings
minibikes on sidewalks or prices for wheat.
'I'ed often enjoys a game of that flies limy and returns to
Hunters using light planes wide bed. Phone 753-7996. A13P
sons.
streets," the advisory said.
sing again, the katydid's exist- shot about 20,000 golden
The 19.7 million acre domestic basketball with his
Ted Knight has probably ence is limited to a single eagles in the 20 years before
Usually powered by a one wheat allotment for the nation is
.- cylinder engine with five or less unchanged from 1971. And farm. one of the most unusual avo- season. In a way, as a great the practice was banned in 1964 CHEVELLE 283, 4-speed
Extra Special
horsepower, the two-wheeled stored and warehouse-stored cations among the film colony's
Will sell for $450.00. Phone 492
observed, it is 1962.
Savings on our
minibikes have a top speed loans and purchases will continue performers - collecting ven- naturalist once
11322 and ask for Tommy
thing
A
memorabilia.
respect.
this
in
lucky
triloqual
hand-decorated
a
miles
'45
to
25
janging from
lo be available to , producers
Bray.
Al2(
A sometimes ventriloquist, of summer, it never icncipes,
hour. No license is required and participating in the voluntary
Cape Cod Rocker.
neighborhood
entertains
fed
winter or feels its prolonged
the bikes are designed for off- wheat program.
rhildren with his talent. He has
the-street use.
Wheat producerStin 1972 also an expensive figure
1965 FORD pick-up, long wide
"never and bitter cold. On some late
The afency said the federal will receive 100 percent of-parity
Sale
bed. 1966 Chevrolet 2 ton with 16'
- named Dun- September or early -October
dummy"
tslled
government has no power to on production of their full
evening, it goes to sleep under
grain bed.Phone 489-2522. Al2P
can lie is a smart alec child
,restrict minibikes. "The prob- domestic allotment, the same as
who tops Ted with quips and
the gentle anesthesia of the
matter
state
a
of
is
lem
$3995
this year, through issuance of various conversational gambits. chill and wakes no more.
1964 FORD ki ton truck and 19662
regulation, but the clear wheat
Knight is surprisingly adept.
certificates, Face value of
ton
Chevrolet, stake bed and
responsibility' of parents in the certificates will be the dif- lie learned the art dyer the
Both the katydid and the
Al2P
sides. Phone 489-2406.
Reg. $52.50
preventing the'inevitable trage- ference between 100 percent of %ears on those small television
thrush, each in its own way,
when
result
dies that may
parity on July 1, 1972 and - the stations and now collects books, are wonderful musicians and to
1965 VOLKSWAGEN camper, 69
minibikes are turned over to national average wheat price magazines and other informahear them vocalize in unison
engine, 20,000 miles. Asking
drivers as young as 7, 8, or 10 received by fanners from July tion relating to ventriloquism.
$800.00. See at Box 414 Bethel
on some late summer evening is
years old," it said.
He has no plans for becomthrough November 1972: As was
Highway, past Bethel Churremember.
long
to
interlude
an
The states do not keep true this year, participants will ing a professional ventriloquist.
Perk up that
A1211
ch.
a
'golfer
was
of
but
injuries
moment
or
a
was
deaths
it
on
us,
For
once
statistics
Ted
lovely
this
with
corner
dull
receive preliminary payments as
of
and
combination
smog
acminibike
from
resulting
the
which
beauty corning our way
New England classic. Boasts
soon as possible after July 1 equal
cidents, but "the government, to 75 percent of the estimated slow play on Los Angeles links
1957 DODGE. Excellent con.
we will preserve—and hold kircomfortable saddled seat and features handbeach
enthusiast
the National Safety Council, face value of the wheat cer- have made a
dition. 865.00. Phone 753stenciled fruit mctif, gold striping and beading
ever in our mind and memory.
and the safety community, are tificates, with the remainder to of him.
6602.
A 14C
Currently Dorothy and Ted
convinced the problem is be paid after December 1, 1972.
bar ban
in
-hunting
Santa
house
are
serious, a spokesman for the
BLASTS "SECRETS" *U. — 1967 DATSUN STATION wagon.
Sign-up dates for wheat and Monica. They want a home
DJAKARTA (14P1)
A
aisenxy said.
Fut mer Secretary of State Phone 753-8210 after 5:00
UNITED HOME FURNISHINGS
new national ruling has been
other voluntary farm programs loser to the ocean and the
The agency said minibikes will be February 28 through April
Dean Acheson testifies be- p.m.
sent
Al4C
to
provincial
authorities
climate.
niter
fore the Senate Judiciary
are "noted for poor handling 7, 1972.
the only time Ted ,throughout Indonesia forbidAlmost
characteristics because of their
ping establishment of bars, Subcommittee in WashingA leaflet summarizing the 1972 an be seen wearing a necktie
short wheel base and small wheat program is expected to be is on "The Mary Tyler Moore
night clubs and casinos in the ton that to give Congress 1967 EL CAMINO pick-up. Phone
A14P
vicinity of schools or places Of''-,ilecess to government se- 753-8268 after 5:00 p.rn.
tires." The engines fail to received in ASCS county
114 No. Third St. Ph. 443-6257
at
and
small
home
At
"how."
offices
worship. The ruling was made crets would be a "hell of
provide needed acceleration for about mid-August and will
invariably
wears
he
parties
be
to "preserve a healthy moral- a way to run a railroad." 1964 VOLKSWAGEN BUS, new
Paducah, Ky.
highway driving and they are distributed by the county offices
clothes.
Acheson attacked a bill overhaul, in good condition with
ity," according to a joint stateto
drivers
other
for
difficult
P9'.tts
'When you move west," he
wheat
local
to
producers
as
soon
IrRIEEI Ask for your Ethan Allen Treasury.
ment by the Home Affairs sponsoled by Sen. J. Wil- refrigerator and stove. Phone
spot because of their small size, as received.
says, "one of the benefits is
li:1m Folbrichi,D-Aik.
a 35$ page docoratIng Wm book.
753-5106after 5:00p.m.
A14C
limwing away your neckties." and Social Affairs ministries.
It said.
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'Options In 1 972 Wheat Program Are Announced
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ES & Sery, Ky., C.M.
1-M68, FarTFC
to deliver or
w six vein
seven lump
Fulton Ice &
th 4th
Sept.11C
THE only
ight and inappointment
lysis. Phone
A25NC
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Call
753-1916

sell It With A Classified Ad

FOR SAI,E

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

INTERESTED?
I IN AN EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD BUY ON A BIG, SLEEK,
FAST, SAFE, Family Runabout AND

i Ski Boat?

ITER in my
n 8:00 a.m.
3-9287. Al4C

IONS being
opportunity
work. ConAugust 17,
the Midine
Al6C

EKEEPER
with elderly
I.
Al2C
SALE

prize conI work car.
Al3P

ey Sprite
ly rebuilt
em. Needs
).00. Phone
Al4C

on pick-up,
iside, long
96. Al3P

1, 4-speed
Phone 492
Al2(

long wide
on with 16'
32. Al2P
and 1956 2
bed and
Al2P

arnper, 69
Asking
114 Bethel
Al2P

tient con3A 14C

)N wagon.
10
Al4C

-up Phone
A 14P

BUS, new
iition with
Ie. Phone
A 14C

Pickup-Truck-Campers
i

r 110-Volt & 12-Volt Combination Lights
r 36" Height
r 11
/
2" Insulation On Top and On All 4 Walls
•/ 14"x14" Roof Vent
2" Construction
PRICE $25500

COPPERTONE MAGIC Chef 30
inch gas range. Moving,
available immediately. Phone
A14NC
753-5482.
1967 SCHEVELLE, 12'x53' house
trailer with air-conditioner and
other extras. Phone 7537490.
Al4F

TED

WANTED
Tirk at home
. For details
i, stamped
to US Enox 813-A7,
2066. TFC

WANT TO BUY

2 Miles South of Murray on Hwy. 641
Phone 753-3600

71, I will no
la for any
own. Joe T.
Al2P
ay.

L? With full
eigh Home
earning $3
rite giving
s, Rawleigh
call 815-232Al2C

FOR SALE

Brandon Manufacturers

have two
In my home
534607 from
Al2C

IS and Short
n person to
South 12th
Al2C

FOR SALE
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LNITURE is
ek 10:00 till
,ncord Road.
zniture and
me 753-6676,
Al4C

POSITION
iware store.
Box 32-A,
Al2C
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•Boat is slightly damaged
•Trailor is damaged
•Approximately 10 hrs. operation
•125 HP Mercury motor
•60 mph plus or 45-50 mph
•Family Runabout or Ski Boat
Must See To Appreciate

Yellow With Black Vinyl Deck
17' Long-90" Beam
Sells In The '4000 Range
BUY NOW FOR ONLY

$

199500

SEE IT, TRY IT, AND YOU'LL BUY IT.

See Grayson McClure
Panaroma Shores

CAR STEREOS

4

TV Service Center
Central Shopping
Center
753-5865
FLUFFY soft and bright are
carpets cleaned with Blue Lustre.
Rent new electric shampooer $1.
Western Auto, Home of "The
Wishing Well."
A14C

SERVICES OFFERED

POLAROID AUTOMATIC iI93
Land Camera with flash in case
Used three times. $50.00. Phone
753-8256.
A14C

,WANT TO BUY; logs and
standing timber. Also have for
sale lumber and sawdust.
'Murray Saw Mill and Lumber'
Co. Phone 753-4147.
TFC
FOR SALE OR TRADE
PARTIALLY WOODED lot,
105'x160' in Sherwood Forest.
Phone 753-7358, after 4:00
TFC
Pm
WANTED TO RENT
WANT TO RENT unfurni.sh
two bedroom house. Phone 7
5058.
Al
SERVICES OFFERED

PIRATES COVE
SUBDIVISION

RFD 1, HARDIN, KY. 42048

KENTUCKY LAKE

PHONE
(5;2) 354-6559 5 MI. WEST KEN-LAKE STATEPARK
ON KENTUCKY 80

LAKESIDE LOTS FOR SALE
REASONABLY PRICED-BANK FINANCING
DISPLAY HOMES OPEN FOR INSPECTION
APPROVED WATER SYSTEM-3000 FT. AIRPORT
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL

CLYDE WILSON
303 SOUTH MAIN, SIKESTON, MISSOURI, 63801
PHONE-AREA CODE (314) 471-1348 or 471-1716
FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free pickup and delivery. Free estimate.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
McCoy,753-3045.
Aug24C

200 BALES WHEAT straw, 50c
per bale. Phone 753-3387.
A14C
SPECIAL PRICE on ARC White
Toy Poodle Puppies. Only two left
at $55.00 each. Phone 7534469.
A 14C

WANT TO BUY 1968, 1969 or 1970
pick-up truck. Low Mileage. In
good condition. Phone 753-6030
after 5:00p.m.
TFNC

PROFESSIONAL, EXPERIENCED painter, will work
contract jobs, on hourly basis,
has own equipment. Call 489SepL7C
2287.

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332

CHAROLIAS COWS with
calves and young bulls for sale.
Phone Calvert City, 527A14C SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
7888.
FOR RENT
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753Sept.2C FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
POODLE PUPPIES, gorgeous 5933.
?for the period of August 6th
black ball of fluff. Champion
background. Sired by a 9 inch I WILL DO baby sitting in your through 24th. Rent by the week if
Experienced. Phone 492- desired. Zimmerman ApartSilver. Fully weaned, dewormed. home.
8699.
A 12C ments, So. 16th St. Phone 753ARC registered. Male or female.
6609.
Al2C
Phone 7534379.
A14C

Call
753-1916

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

1% Interest On Now

HOME LOANS
"Can You Qualify" You may!
Read these requirements:
RESIDENCE:
M*m live in rural area, own land in rural area or

be

ployed in rural area.

Applicant & Income Must
(1) Be a citizen 18 years of age or older.
(2) Not own an adequate home.
(3) Have good credit and character rating.
(4) Have income to pay living expenses and
scheduled loan payments and other indebtedness.
(5) Have income of less than $8,000.00 per
year. Larger income may qualify if family is
exceptionally large.
If family owns an Inadequate home a loan may be made to
bring it up to acceptable standards or family may sell it.

HOUSE RESTRICTIONS:
k 1) Not exceed 1400 sq. ft. finished living
space unless more than five in family.
( 2) One bath only for family of less than five
members.
(3) Not more than three bedrooms if family is
not more than five in number.
(4) No den, T.V., or rumpus room but may
include extra space for shop if needed for
earning living.
(5) No elaborate, luxurious, expensive,
doors, windows, built-in cabinets, bars,
paneling, etc.
(6) House may not cost more than $16,000.00,
(does not include cost of lot and water
system).
(7) House must be conventional design.
(8) Must not have double carport or garage.

SITE REQUIREMENTS:
Where loan funds are involved in sate purchase not more
tha
one acre may be purchased. State Health Dept.
minimum of 10.000 square feet if septic tank installed,
otherwise these are no set requirements as to size of lot.
FEW

More Information . ..
Call or Set

GENE STEELY
901 Story Avenue
Office

South 9th Street

753-7850 -- After 5:00 Coll 753-6392

BY OWNER-3 bedroom brick DUPLEX: LARGE 3 bedroom
use two blocks from college. units, carpet, central heat and
AKC TOY Poodles and Irish 12'x65'-1970 MOBILE HOME TWO GOOD MULE bridles; one
Phone 753-4683 or 753-1790. A13C air, monthly income $310.00.
'full-blooded,
month
to
8
old
7
Setter Puppies. Phone 753Spanish deco, fully carpeted, two
Phone 753-6202 or 753-3648. A14C
Al4C bedrooms, two baths, also air- boxer; new hydraulic lift for
1862.
NEAR KENTUCKY Lake on
disc,
been
wheel
Call
never
used.
conditioned. Excellent condition
black top, nice 2 bedroom home, SMALL FARM; good location;
A16P
SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M. Very reasonable price. Phone 489-2330.
11
/
2 acre lot Large living room, business or future investment.
Avery Lumber Co., Puryear. 753-4456 after 6:00 p.m.
TFC
nice
kitchen, one bath, good One mile East Murray, apTenn.
TFC
BROCADE BEIGE couch,
garage with storage house at- proximately 10 acres pasture.
traditional style, 96" long. Good
tached. Possession with deed Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols KEEP CARPETS beautiful condition. Phone 489-2425. Al2C
Cozy older 7room house, modern.
busy
a
only $7,500.
in Kentucky. No increase in despite footsteps of
PENTA TREATED lumber.
For appointment call 436L/NFURNISHED HOUSE near
prices. Country Boy Stores, the family. Buy Blue Lustre. Rent
Resistant to rot and termites.
TFC
University. Five rooms and bath 13 ACRES with nice 2 bedroom 2173.
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles electric shampooer $1.00 at Big SOFA & CHAIR,antique dresser,
Al4C straight back Oak chair,4 drawer Ideal for boat docks and any
lownstairs, two rooms upstairs. brick home on Hwy. 121 about 10 MODERATELY PRICED 3
from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky. K.
chest of drawers, antique weather exposed uses. Murray
A13P miles West of Murray, all under bedroom house on large lot.
Phone 753-3623.
Highway 79 East.
117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
Ferguson
tractor,
MASSEY
1967
mahogany occasional table, RCA Lumber Co., Maple Street,
woven wire fence, small stock Located 730 Vine Street. For
Ph.642-5791
Aug30C
p.m.
power steering, differential lock, Victor antique Record player. Murray,Kentucky.
ITC
Washed gravel field line
barn, crib and storage house further information or apSPACES TCrpark your trailers at
and septic tanks
$19,000.
A12C
pointment phone 753-7193 Monday
SAINT BERNARD pups, ARC one owner, plow disc, cultivator, Phone 753-4978.
Green Acres Trailer Court. Nice,
CORN FOR freezing, Truckers
Loaded your track Tenn.
registered. Easy terms. Call 554- bush-hog mower, pond slip,
through Friday between 9:00
quiet,
paved
street.
Telephones,
cyclone seeder, all these in A-1
Favorite. Also canning tomatoes.
Asphalt yard $2.35 ton
GOOD FRAME home on large a.m.and 5:00 p.m.
TFC
COPPERTONE MAGIC Chef 30
Al2C
4786,Paducah,Ky.
Gas, Electricity, and Cable lot,
condition. Nine gilts, bred to
Loaded
Phone 753-6354
your
track
A14C
nice shade trees close to down
inch range. Moving, available
vision. Available at $22.50 per town
[Buchanan.
November.
farrow
Tenn.
Duroc
in
pit
81.56
and hospital, 2 bedrooms, NICE WHITE frame house with 3
THE LINNVILLE Shoe Store will
immediately. Phone 753month. Water furnished & gar kitchen
We. Health Dept. ApTWO WHEEL .Utility trailer.
and dining room com- acres of land and out buildings,
be closed on Sundays beginning Cross Yorkshire one year 5482.
Al2P
bage
picked
proved.
up.
couples
Married
79-tinc
Phone 753-8109.
bination. Only $9,000. Will con- lots of shade trees. Located
A 14C
August 15, 1971. New store hours; registered boar, best meat type
about
only. Call 753-4539.
A23C sider trade for acreage.
Monday thru Friday 11;304:00, breed. Timothy and Red Clover THREE BEDROOM frame house
six miles west of Murray on
INSTALL
WILL
septic
tanks
and
hay, baled 1971. Reason for
GAS STOVE with double oven.
Saturday 8:30-5:00.
Highway 121 between Stella and
with air, electric heat, Drapes,
A I4C Haul Gravel. Phone Emerine NICE TWO bedroom furnished Galloway Insurance and Real Coldwater. See or call Ralph
The latest fall shoes are selling, quiting farm. Contact Garbage disposal and basement. Phone 753-2967.
Construction Co., Murray, apartment, near
University. Estate, Phone 753-5842, Murray, Morgan,489-2450.
arriving daily, also Fall Crinkle Lynn Parker, Murray Route Call 753-3440 after 5:00 for apAl2P
ADC Phone 753-7550.
A13P
YARD SALE!!! Saturday,, Kentucky,753-8986.
Al3C
patent Boots. Now receiving Two,phone 753-6316.
A1l1C Ky.
pointment.
A13P August
14, 9:00. Arrowheads, WANTED TO do
Men's shoes, all famous name
custom silage
LOVELY FIVE bedroom home,
glassware, guns, 1959 TR3cutting. Phone
248 ACRE FARM about 1 mile
brands at Discount Prices.
753-1699.
full basement, large corner lot,
HARDROCK
A13C UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
bunk
MAPLE
beds
MOVING!!
USED
Sears
Coldspot
English
Sportscar,
etc.
Will
trade
north of Coldwater with 190 acres 75:150.
All Ladies Summer Shows
Owner transferring. 1700
with mattresses. Good condition.
apartment,shady back yard, lots cleared and
car for anything of value! 753sown in soybeans, Miller. Asking
Reduced. All Famous Name white refrigerator in extra good Phone 753-1388.
$17,500.00 Phon-,
A13C
of
storage
space,
carpeted
condition.
65"
frost free, bottom
8159, Mahan Apartments, Highlong blacktop road frontage, 20
Brand Shoes at Discount
753-4178.
throughout. Phone 753-3312 days acre lake stocked with
TFC
$100.00.
freezer,
Phone
753-7865.
way
641
North,
past
'42
mile
121
fish.
A17C
Prices.
or 753-8096 nights.
Available August 17th. „
A21C balance of land bould be made
A13P BRIDGESTONE 1969 dual 17$ bypass on left. Rain or
motorcycle, 1971 license and shine
Al4P
NOTICE
tillable. Combine your farming
GOOD USED bicycle, boy's, 20".
Inspection sticker. Excellent
TRAILER: TO couple only. See with a recreational site. Priced
DIRT,
$7.00
per
load.
Phone
753Ph 642-5791
banana seat, butterfly handle
condition,
$325.00.
If
interested
CARD OF THANKS
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer right for a quick sale. Let us show WILL THE persons who
Al3C
Hwy. 79 East
bars. Phone 753-7654.
Al2P 3018.
phone 753-5664 between 4:00 andCourt after 4:00 p.m. No phone you this fine property.
borrowed folding chairs and
Wash Concrete Saud
deep
our
express
We
to
wish
5.00 p.m.
Al4C
calls please.
Al4C
tables from Gleason Hall, St.
Beaded your truck our yard
appreciation and thanks for the
$2.56 ton.
DUPLEX AT 1314 Vine Street, 2 Leo's Church please return them
many expressions of sympathy
TWO BEDROOM house with bedrooms each side, tile baths, to the hall. They are needed for
UM GYM exerciser, $35.00 and kindness extended to us
Washed Concrete Sand
garage at 1614 Calloway, un- stoves, refrigerators, washers the up coming school year. Al2C
Frosted wig, $15.00. Underwood during the illness and death of
leaded
your
truck
furnished, electric heat. Phone and dryers on each side are intypewriter, $50.00. Phone 753- ow husband, father, and grandalehmen Pit $1.65 tea.
753-4645 after 5:00 p.m.
A14C cluded,good
9546.
Al3C father, Earl Childress.
investment BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
79-tfnc
possibilities. May we show you for rent or sale. Rent applies to
A special thanks goes to the
1966 HOTPOINT ELECTRIC doctors and
TRAILERS ON Kentucky Lake, this desirable property and quote purchase. I,onardo
Piano
staff of the MurrayLocated 7 Miles Out of Fulton
FOR RENT
large lots, air-conditioned. Phone you the low price?
range. Excellent condition. Calloway County Hospital. Rev.
Company, across from Post
on Union City-Fulton Highway
A18P
Phone 753-3862.
Office, Paris,Tenn.
A13C Thomas Bullock, Rev Coy FURNISHED APARTMENTS 436-2427.
Al3C
190 ACRES southeast of New
Garrett, Rev. Henry Smith. the one and two bedrooms. Washers
PHILCO
ELECTRIC
Quartet,
the and dryers available. Zim- NICE FURNISHED apartments Concord, completely fenced,
self Palestine
cleaning range, one year old. pallbearers, the donors of food merman Apartments, South 16th near campus, reasonable and good well, about 90 acres of
0 You Miss
with bath. Also sleeping rooms cropland. Priced under $125.00 an
Used only 6 months. Phone 4611- and flowers, and the Blaloek- Street. Phone 753-6600.
Al6C
for college boys. Please call, we acre.
2579.
Al2C Coleman Funeral Home.
Your Paper...
May God's richest blessings TWO BEDROOM duplex with may have what you need. Day,
753-8365,
753-2891.
night
TFC
Claude L. Miller Real Estate, 418
If ybu have not received
rest upon each of you is our central heat and air, fully carMain Street, 753-5064, John C
your Ledger & Times by,
peted with outlets for washer and
PrayerNeubauer, Associate Broker, 753-111`yer.-^Availaple September 1st.
Mrs. Earl Childress
and
6 P.M.
7531.
Mr. & Mrs. Edgar Childress $125.00 per month. Phone 753Al3C
we urge you to contact the
1C 9741.
and children
A 16C
Wholesale Prices
city circulation manager,
TWO BEDROOM house; kitchen,
Ted Delaney, at 753-9269
FOR SALE OR RENT
TWO BEDROOM house at 1606
den, living room, bath. Range
Catalina.
Drapes,
and refrigerator included. All Between 6 & 6:30
airTWO BEDROOM house trait',
p.m.
Central Shopping
conditioner, stove furnished.
new
carpet. Large lot with outheat.
electric
3
air-conditioned,
for
Center
delivery.
Please
place
8130.00 per month. Available
side storage. Call Gene Landoll
miles from Murray. Phone 763your call before 6 30 p.m.
753-5865
at 753-8175 or 753-4707 after 5:01'
A16C September 1st. Phone 7537856 or 753-2583
3903.
p.m.
A 12C
TPC

TENNESSEE
ASPHALT CO.

TENNESSEE
ASPHALT CO.

FLIPPERS PEACH
FARM

About 1,000 Trees Will Be Ready To Pick
FRIDAY, AUGUST 13
Pick Your Own for
$300 A
Bushel

Turn Right One Mile Post
the Drive-In Theatre

TV Towers

TV Antennas

TV Service Center

it

Tilv LEDGER & TIMES —

PAGE TWEI.‘F.

Mt KKAY,

KENTUCKY
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Wood Patio
Enhances
Modern Home
The wood patio deck is an artful
architectural device that makes
a home seem larger and in
harmony with trees and other
landscape features around it.
It also creates an oasis of
comfort in the open air—an ideal
spot for informal dining, entertaining, reading or just
relaxing on pleasant days.
A wood patio deck is a practical
companion piece for a swimming
pool since it provides benches for
relaxation and space for sunbathing.
According to the Southern
Forest Products Association, if
wood decks are not included in
the original house design, they
can be readily incorporated
through remodeling. Having
neither walls nor roof, they are
economical additions.
Steps, railing, benches and
other elements of deck design are
attractive architectural features
which enhance the appearance of
the home and lend striking unity
to the landscape.
Because of its high strength,
resistance to wear and ease of
treatment, Southern Pine lumber
is utilized extensively for patio
decks. Since the deck is built
close to the ground and exposed
constantly to weather, the
lumber should be pressure
treated with chemical preservatives. Pre-shrunk, pressuretreated Southern Pine is immune
to insect attack and the elements.
Lumber treated with colorless,
preservatives
is
odorless
available.
The addition of one or more
decks to a home can greatly
'increase the usable living area,
which is expecially desirable in
small or overcrowded homes.
They can transform an tmdistinguished dwelling into a
distinctive, highly individualized
abode with sweeping contemporary lines and warm
natural character.

So

In
Cal

Unitec

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

Prices Good
Aug. 12-13-14-15
or While Quantities Last

OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. • MON.-SAT.
1 TO 6 P.M. SUNDAYS

LADIES BLOUSES
Long sleeve in lovely colors.
Wash and wear fabric.

Reg.

LADIES JAMAICA

Reg. '2.99

LADIES

HOT PANTS

All girls like Hot Pants and

A real "Hot" buy!
Assorted colors
and styles.
Reg. to '3.99

here's a chance to buy
several pair at a low, low
price.

LADIES CASUAL

SHOES
Several Styles, in
attractive casuals
by Converse.

CUTOFF SHORTS
Denims and
Mod Design.

Reg. to 53.97

LUNCHEONETTE SPECIALS

• 2 Speeds
• Reversible

telephones police

FRIDAY NIGHT
MINN KOTA

TROLLING MOTOR

5 to 8
FRIED FISH
Hush Puppies-Slaw
French Fries $1 09
All You Can Eat!'

SAT. MORNING
8 to 10:30
2 EGGS
Bacon Hot Biscuits
Coffee

SAT. NIGHT

Reg.
12.97

5 to 8
8-oz. T-BONE
Choice of 2 Veg.
Coffee or Tea
$ 1 33
Rolls

$1344

HETTRICK CAMPOUT TENT STYRO ICE CHESTS
• SEWN IN FLOOR
• ZIPPER DOOR
• WATERPROOF TENT FABRIC
• 2 2-PC. UPRIGHT POLES
5X7 SIZE
Ideal For
Overnight Trips!

ROD & REEL COMBO
OSLO I N F 0 — Norway's
new Socialist prime minister, Trygve Bratteli
(above), said in an interview in Oslo the Soviet
Union has carried out an
unprecedented m i Li t a ry
buildup on the North Atlantic T r ea ty Organization's northern flank, near
the Barents Sea.

Folsom Rod and Berkley Reel

COLEMAN
CAMP STOVE

LANTERN
COLEMAN LANTERN EVEREADY
with BATTERY
• Waterproof

• 2 Burner

• Double Mantle
• Windproof

• High Impact 'Case
• Pushbutton Switch

• Burns For Hours On
A Few Cents Of Fuel

Reg. 54.97

PLASTIC TACKLE BOX

$396

GASOLINE CAN

• Strong, Yet Lightweight

• 2 Gallon Size
• Pour Spout

Reg. '2.99

3-PC. ALUMINUM LAWN SET
20" POWER MOWER
• 3 h.p. Briggs & Stratton Engine,
• Easy Start
• Throttle Control On Handle

Strong tubular aluminum frame. Woven
with sturdy green and white plastic
webbing. Folds flat for
easy storage.

Pat upthe
the fire del
so you wil
when you

Li neces
"Operator
to report a
will cons
message.

20" ARTICAIRE FANS

Trapped burglar
NOTTINGHAM, Eng. — A
man who broke into a local
business at night could not find
his way out, so he telephoned
police and asked them for help.
When police arrived he was
sitting in a company director's
office drinking whiskey and
port. The man was fined MO for
breaking and entering and
stealing liquor.

Similar to
Illustration

Reg.
'3.94

MEN AND BOYS

1

Follow thr
1. Call ti
once. In
2. When
Name.Fir
What is tt
your horni
3. Nature
home,etc.
4. Wait
Accurate

$ 11 88
Yd.

GIRLS HOT PANTS

Se€

Talking
Cooper ax
great dil
reporting
excited,
tmderstan
tell him
just holler
hang up.

Reg.
1.99

Ideal for dresses.
Woven in design.
Soft pastel colors.

Permanent Press

SHORTS

Assorted Styles and Sizes

MATERIAL

53•99

Final reducion on these
assorted styles.

LADIES SANDALS

100% POLYESTER

Ti

Req. '12.88

MAVERICK
7

H.P. * 2-SPEED

RIDING MOWER

driggs & Stratton engine 4-cycle. starter, 3 speed
forward, 1 everse, heavy duty gears, foot pedal
clutch and brake, parking brake, cutting heights

Aaotber t.1
the fire ti
MOVE 01,
chief and
Also it n
because
wqpptha
fire truck
OUT '83 Ch

Remembe
chief's ca
there will
behind it.

Now con
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back of a
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1844.(In c
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way;

Where e'
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What do
His task
He is a f
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On inert
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For gu
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For he
keep The
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flight, Be
Our pc
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Out du
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TALLER than his famed
mother. Milko Skofic Jr..
14. walks with star Gina
Lollobrigida after arriving
in Rome from Los Angeles.

— I ONLY —

walk a I
Or I rr
Along a
At inti
To signs
When
life I'm

